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SUMMARY
The NASA Advanced Aviation Comparative Engine/Airframe Integra-
tion Study was initiated to help determine which of four promis-
ing concepts for new general aviation engines for the 1990's should
be considered for further research funding. The engine concepts
included one highly advanced version each of a rotary, diesel,
spark ignition and turboprop powerplant; a convent ional
state-cf-the-art piston engine was used as a baseline for comparison.
In addition, advanced but lower risk alternatives were defined for
the rotary and spark ignition engines. Late in the study, NASA
revised the turboprop data to show significantly improved
characteristics, defining a powerplant whose technological challenge
is comparable to the other highly advanced engines. The original
turboprop data is now viewed as representative of a lower risk
and/or lower cost design.
Computer simulations were used to determine how the various
characteristics of each engine interacted in the design process
of pressurized singles and twins. Comparisons were made of how
each engine performed relative to the others when integrated into
an airframe and required to fly a transportation mission. The
contemporary fleet of Cessna airplanes provided the data base for
the study. However, design improvements expected to be available
by 1990 were included to reflect the level of performance expect-
ed in that time frame.
Evaluation of the results placed heavy emphasis on low fuel
consumption and direct operating cost and on high flight efficien-
cy; acquisition cost, noise, multi-fuel capability and ease of
installation were also considered but not weighted as heavily.
The results indicate that the highly advanced rotary engine
offers the best all around performance and features for future
general aviation aircraft. The diesel engine was the next most
prcmising concept and was rated only slightly lower than the rota-
ry. _he other engines, though showing worthwhile advances rela-
tive to today's engines, did not appear as promising as these two
powerplants. In particular the turboprop should be viewed primarily
as a viable replacement for the baseline engine, offering market
appeal rather than large improvements in efficiency or cost. A
parametric analysis indicated that these results were essentially
independent of the assumptions made in the study. It did shcw,
however, the advisability of rematching the diesel turbocharger
so that greater climb power is available.
The use of these rotary and diesel engines will lead to imprcv-
ed operating economics and freedom from our present dependence
upon the availability of avgas. It is reccmmended that NASA fund
research efforts which will provide enabling tcchnolcgy for both
engines.
INTRODUCTION
General Aviation i_ a lital, integral part of the American
transportation sgstea (see Ref. I) which reduces travel time rela-
tive to surface means, yet allows easy access to a vast number of
destinations not served by scheduled air transportation. How-
ever, as uses and opportunities for small airplanes increase, ris-
ing fuel costs and spot unavailability of certain types of fuel are
ha npering their functional utilization. This is a trend which
will almost certainly get worse. There is, therefore, an urgent
need for more efficient engines capable of accepting the more
readily available kerosene-based fuels, or better yet, havin_ a
wide tolerance for many fuel types. If the general aviation
industry is to remain healthy and if the aircraft are to continue
servin_ the public as they have, these engines aust be developed
in a tiael7 way.
NA3A, recognizin_ these needs, has funded seven recent studied
examining four different power_lant concepts which fullfil the
basic requ£reaents for the new engine. These conceptual designs in-
clude advance spark ignition engines {Ref. 2), lightweight diesel
engines (Ref. 3-4), stratified charge rotary engines (Ref. 5) an_
advanced saall turboprop engines (Ref. 6-9).
Each of these engine3 exhibits, in varying degrees, the desir-
able characteristics of low soecific fuel consumption, multi-fuel
tolerance and reduced size an_ weight. However, the original
studies do not permit a direct comparison of one engine against the
others due to their having been conducted by different contractors
using different guidelines. The present study was initiated to
provide just SUCh a comparison, startin_ with a co,_on cruise
design point and a consistent set of engine weight estimates.
M_.TflODS AND DATA BASE
STUDY PHASE AND GUIDELINES
The study was divided into the following four major phases:
Phase 1 was devoted to organization, gathering appropriate data,
and modification of Cessna computer programs where necessary; Phase
2 covered the comparative evaluation of seven different engines
in typical missions; Phase 3 explored variations in data, missions
and configurations to show the influence of the assumptions made
in Phases 1 and 2; in Phase 4 the technology plan recommendations
were developed.
From the outset it was decided to base the bulk of the study
on fairly conventional airframes, both in terms of structure and
aerodynamics. This would make available an extensive and reliable
data base and would, it was felt, provide the clearest picture of
oossible iagrovements due to the new engines themselves. The impact
of an aerodynamically and structurally advanced airframe on the
basic results is considered, however.
MIS3 ION OEFIL_ITI O,_
SeParate missions for pressurized single and twin engine
airplanes were define3, these two typical transportation missions
were derived by considering the capabilities of successful
general aviation aircraft using the same class of engine (that is,
300 takeoff horsepower and up, which is the high end of the present
day engine po_.:er spectrum), and then extrapolating them to generally
more desirable levels just within the capapility of the baseline
powerplant.
the mission requirements selected are shown in fable I. In
addition to the payload the airplanes were assumed to be equipped
with optional equipment totalling 122kg (2701D) for the single and
204kg (4531b) for the twin.
Tne operational height was set at 25000 ft because cruise
altitude has consistantly been increasing in recent designs (for
better efficiency - see Ref. 10) and because the present FAA
regulations tend to limit this growth to 25000 ft (see discussion
below on altitude variation, under parametric studies).
The fuel volume and weight are based on 45 minutes reserve
at normal cruise Dower. the minimum wing size must have sufficient
volume to hold all of the fuel needed for the basic ,_ission without
requi[ing use of nacelle tanks.
TABLE I
MISSION DEFINITION AND '4INIMUM PERFORMANCE LEVELS
PRESSURIZED
S INGLE- ENG INE
PRESSURIZED
TW IN-ENGINE
PAYLOAD-occupant s
-and baggage
RANGE @ MCP
@ CRUISE SPEED
CRUISE ALTITUDE
RATE OF CLI'4B
AT CRUISE ALTITUDE
TIME TO CLIMB
SINGLE ENGINE
RATE OF CLIMB
AT 5000 FT
TA[<_O_ _ )ISEANCE
Ar SEA LEVEL
S_ALL SPEED
NOISE"
544 kg (]200 IDs) 635 kg (1400 ibs)
1296 km (700 NM)
370 km/hr (200 KTS)
7620 m (25000 ft)
152 m/rain (500 ft/min)
30 rain
762 m (2500 ft)
113 km/nr (61 KTS)
per FA,R part 36
1482 km (800 NM)
417 km/hr (225 KTS)
7620 m (25000 ft)
152 m/rain (500 ft/min)
30 ,;,in
76 m/min (250 ft/min)
914 m (3000 ft)
139 km/hr (75 KTS)
per FAR part 36
*See discussion on page 18
The time-to-cruise-altitude requirement was set because
experience indicates that cruise altitudes which take excessive
time to reach are not often used. The rate of climb requirement
was added to insure that reasonably quick increases in altitude
could be made while operating in the 20000ft and above range.
ENGINE DATA
The characteristics of each engine were based almost entire-
ly on data supplied by NASA, which in turn came from the feasibil-
ity studies defining the engines (Ref 2 through 9). Several of the
engine feasibility studies considered both a near term or moder-
ate technical risk engine and a longer term or high technical risk
engine. In defining the engines NASA chose one high technology
engine from each of the 4 engine types. In addition m_derate risk
advanced spark ignition and rotary engines were included. The
latter are considered by NASA and the designers to be fall back
designs should the more advanced engines prove to De unfeasible.
A modern current technology spark ignition engine was also speci-
fied as a baseline for comparative purposes. These constituted
the seven original powerplants analyzed. Late in the study, an
eighth engine was added in the form of a revised version of the
GATE with improvements of 10% in weight and specific fuel consump-
tion. This was felt tc better represent the philosophy of the GATE
work, and provided a turboprop engine with a level of technology
comporable to that of the highly advanced I.C. engines. The bulk
of the GATE results shown in the report refer to the original
turboprop engine; special reference is made to the revised engine
where appropriate, and specific results are discussed on page 103.
All oata were supplied for engines sized to 250 cruise
horsepower at 25000 ft. For the turboprop this was taken to be 250
equivalent installed horsepower (i.e. SHP + TV/550gprop where T
= residual jet thrust, V = velocity in feet per second and tiptop
is an average propeller efficiency of 80%).
No systematic designation scheme was available to cover all
the various engines. The baseline was given the mnemonic _IO-550
which is standard for Teledyne Continental Motors. This stands
for: turbosupercharged, injected, opposed with 550 cubic inch
displacement. The advanced spark ignition engines (also by
teledyne Continental Motors) were designated GTSIO-420 for the
advanced engine and GTSIO-420SC for the highly advanced engine.
The code is the same as above with the added letters standing for
gearing and statified charge. _he diesel goes by the mnemonic
GTDR-246 or geared, turbocharged, diesel, ra_ial, with 246 cubic
inch displacement, the rotaries are designated RC2-47 (advanced)
and RC2-32 (highly advanced). The designation stands for rotary
combustion, two rotors, with a displacement (the definition of which
is peculiar to rotary engines) of 47 or 32 cubic inches per rotor.
The turboprop goes by the acronym GATE, standing for General
Aviation Turbine Engine which was the title of the set of studies
definlng this powerplant.
A summary chart showing the most pertinent data on engine
characteristics is included as Table If. The complete NASAapprov-
ed data package is shown on Table III. Other miscellaneous engine
data are shown on Fable IV and Figures 1 through 4.
As noted above and shown in Tables II and III, each engine
excels in one or more characteristics. Fhe rotaries and GATEhave
low RPM(good noise characteristics and propeller efficiency), the
diesel and highly advanced spark ignition have the lowest SFC's,
the rotaries and spark ignition have the highest climb power at
altitude, while the GATE, rota:ies and GTSIO-420SC are capable of
using the widest spectrum of fuel types.
It should be noted, however, that the design philosophy of the
turboprops stressed low initial zost rather than low fuel c,_nsumption.
AIRFRAME OATA BASE
The simulation requires data on drag, propeller characteris-
tics, high lift devices, weight, pricing, operating expenses and
noise. [:ach is dependent on airframe design and is discussed in
detail below.
_£!GHri Airframe weight is broken into some 15 to 20 components
(dependlng on model type) and each is estimated by an appropri-
ate equation - usually a parametric fit to the present Cessna
fleet. Fhe equations, therefore, represent riveted and bonded
aluminum structure. For this study the estimated weight for the
major structural assemblies was reduced by 5% based on anticipat-
ed use of lighter materials, more extensive use of bonding, and bet-
ter design and manufacturing practices.
DRAG '['he drag level of the single was based on the Cessna 210
which is one of the fastest aircraft in its class. Fhe drag of the
twin engine design was based on Cessna Models T303 and 421.
A parabolic polar repre g^ntation for drag is used, with Cdo
calculated from the eguivalen skin friction coefficient (i.e.
an emperically determined .weighted average that accounts for skin
friction, mlscellaneous protruberances,etc) ard the total wetted
area. The induced drag coefficient COl is calculated from the
equation:
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Cdi = (kCdo+.33/AR)C_
where k is emperically determined by evaluating airplanes of a
configuration similar to the one being sized. The values of skin
friction coefficient and k used in this study are shown in Table
V. Also shown are the increments for gear drag, flap drag and the
fuselage wetted area for the different configu,'ations (including
nacelles for the twins); the sizing program determines the wetted
areas of the wings and empennage and calculates the total.
One of the most difficult problems is th?t of estimating en-
gine cooling drag, which can be expected to vary widely over the
range of engines considered. The heat rejection rate for each
engine was known, but the associated pressure drop was not avail-
able for any of the powerplants. Without precise information on
both values only rough estimates of drag are possible. Reference
Ii gives some typical values which can be used to estimate cooling
drag, but the range of possible values is so large that the data
are all but useless for a comparison such as this. Reasonable
estimates based on available data and experience were useO in Phase
2 and a parametric drag variation was done in Phase 3 to determine
the effects of different levels. The Phase 2 cooling drags used
were:
ENGINE DRAG LEVEL REASON
Baseline
Diesel and Adv S.I.
Rotaries
GATE
12% of total drag
8% of total drag
0% of total drag
0% of total drag
Contemporary state
of the art
Reduced heat re-
jection; improved
state of the art
Well designed
liquid cooling
system
Turboprop
PROPELLERS The 1941 Hamilton Standard Propeller performance
method is used in deriving the Cessna data base and is, therefore,
the method used for estimating thrust in the sizing program.
A propeller configuration was chosen to match the mission
requirements and the characteristics of each engine. Only one
propeller optimization, however, was run for each engine/mission
combination; i.e., the propeller choice was not part of the synergis-
tic design process and, therefore, the propeller configuration may
not represent the absolute optimum design though it will be very
close. This optimization was constrained to keep propeller
diameter to low enough values that the airplane could be certified
under existing noise regulations. Diameter was also not allowed
to exceed 90 inches to keep gear length and weight reasonable.
Fhis optimization process considered six climb points equally
weighted with one cruise point tc give good overall mission
performance.
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CD4PONENI!S
CONFIGUraTION
EQUIVALENT SKIN
FRICTION COEF.
k*
DRAG INCREMENT
FOR TAKEOFF
(FLAPS & GEAR)
FU= ELA=r_ aET]?EO
AREA FOR:
BASELINE
RC2-47
RC2-32
GTDR-246
GTS IO-4 20
GTSIO-4203C
GATE
C =(_ +
D. D
I O
.33
---)Z
A
TABLE V
USED IN ESTIMATING DRAG
SINGLE ENGINE 'raiN ENGINE
.0049 .0055
.30 .45
_sqm___ sqft -5-- sqft_
.237 2.55 .307 3.30
26.66 287.0 55.57 598.2
27.36 294.5 52.55 565.6
27.36 294.5 52.55 565.6
27.56 29,3.7 51.86 55:3.2
27.30 293.9 57.37 617.5
23.41 305.:3 53.13 628.9
27.14 292.1 52.09 560.7
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Use of constant speed, 3-bladed propellers with Clark-Y air-
foils was assumed based on experience with this class of airplane.
Cne recently completed NASA study on General %viation Propel-
lers (GAP, see Ref. 15) indicates that significant gains are possi-
ble in propeller design. These gains are due to a combination of
advances in aerodynamics and materials. In keeping with the gen-
eral philosophy of conservatism only about one-half of the project-
ed gains shown for these new propellers were incorporated into the
study model. The gains used were:
Change in weight
Change in efficiency
Change in noise
20# decrease
3% increase
2dB(&) decrease
WI4G TECdqDLOGY At the present time new laminar flow airfoils
are being _evelooe_, but it is not certain that they will be in
common use Dy 1990. The problems of maintaining the necessary
manufacturing tolerances in conventional metal structures at a
reasonable cost and of maintaining the necessary degree of clean-
liness in day to day operations are obstacles to their adoption.
Pherefore, the use of turbulent boundary, layer airfoils was assumed.
The flaps selecte_ are conventional single slotted surfaces
with moderate aft travel during deDlo_ment extending over 85% of
the span. A tri,med naximum lift coefficient (with 30 degrees
landing flao_) of 2.1 was assumed for the study and should be
easily attainable. _ith the flaps occupying most of the wing span,
slot lip sooiiers and feeler ailerons are emoloye_ for lateral
cont r ol.
AJ_UISITIO_ C_951' rDe total cost (in 1981 dollars) is estimated
as the sum of air_rame ::ost, :_owerolant cost, and the cost of
optional e _l'_nent.
Fne al_tra_e portion Iz estimated Oy .l parametric fit to the
19_i Cessna fleet, this correl_tion relates nrice as an exponen-
tial £unctlon o_ dr¢ e_oty weiq_t (minus orooulsion system and
optional equipment weights), takeoff qross weiqht, maximum speed
an_ win.] area. i he form of the equation an:_ the exponents used
are ShOWn in _aole 41.
Fhe engine contrib.]tion to the sell_.ng price was estimated
based on an arbitrary $100 De[ takeoff horsepower. This is slight-
ly nigher than tolay's average _ue to the necessary investment (us-
ing inflated dollars) in research and tooling to build a completely
new 0owerplant. l_he $1J0/i{o figure was also used for the turboprop
but was applied to the gross (un-installed i.e. shaft plus accessory)
equivalent horsepower for takeoff (sea level, standard day, zero
airspeed) .
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TABLE VI
ACQUISITION COSTS
COSt = Costs attributable to airframe + powerolant
+ optional equipment
AIRFRAME. -- Parametric fit to Cessna's current fleet
$ - a WEb Vmax c SW d
a = 7.268188 x I0
b =1.06942
c = 1.056
d = .65289
e = .72723
W e
-4
W E = BEW - Optional Eq. - Powerplant
V = Maximum Speed in Knots
max
S W = Wing Area (ft 2)
W = TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT (Ibs)
POWERPLANT -- $100/Takeoff Horsepower Rating (IC Engines)
$100/Equivalent Uninstalled Takeoff Horsepower
[Turboprop, Sea Level Std days Zero Airspeed)
OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT --Typical Values for Well Equipped Planes
$48,000 Single Engine
$82,000 Twin Engine
17
The cost values chosen for optional equipment are typical of
well equipped IFR airplanes as they are ordered today. For the
slngle engine model the value used was $48,000; for the twin it was
$32,300°
OIREC i' OPERATING COS2 fhe components considered in estimating
DSC 3re: engine mal-n-tenance and overhaul, propeller overhaul, air-
frame and systems maintenance, cost of oil, fuel and insurance,
deor_=ciatiori_ and reserves for avionics. A description of now
tr_es__ items are generated is included in %ppendix I. For a study
of hfDothetical engines some of the terms such as engine maintenance
and overhaul must be generalized even further; these are shown
on 2aOle _II.
_ne comoonents of direct operating cost which relate to the
engine were not available for the new oowerplants (for example,
overhaul cost). Fortunately, these are second order terms and even
large errors have little effect on the total DOC. In lieu of better
numbers the inputs to the DOC estimation routine, shown in Fable
VII, were based on an analysis of the current Cessna fleet.
Furboprop values were generalized from data supplied by manufacturers
of curren_ generation turbine engines.
Note that _epreclation (to zero residual in 7.5 years) is
included in this estimate, makinq it an amortized direct operat-
ing cost. Five hundred hours annual utilization was assumed.
NOISE Noise is estimated by an equation based on a parametric
[[[ to the oresent Cessna fleet. Fhis relates noise primarily to
oropeller tio macn number, but also shows it to be a function of
engine horseoower, number of nlades, number of engines, rate of
clinb anl _ flag in_icsting wr_ether the engine is normally aspirat-
ed or turbocharge_. Again, in lieu of better information, this was
use3 directl_ for all of the engines.
S[ Z[__G ._EP._3D
If the engines are r.o De comoared on an equitable basis,
tnen each must be installed in the "best" airframe for t_at engine.
"3est" in the context of this study meaning lowest mission fuel,
lowest DOC and lowest acquisition cost, usually achieved by minimiz-
ing weight.
rne computer logic that iterates on the design variableB to
determine tne minimum (or best) aircraft configuration is calle3
a sizing grogram. This one is designed to run on a Hewlett-Pac-
karl 9_25A desk too computer systea. The program structure is shown
sche._atically on Figure 5. _he input module prompts the user to
supr_if 311 the numerical descriptions of the mission requirements,
tne engine, propeller and airframe characteristics, the economic
Id
TABLE VII
D_TA BASE
DIRECT OPERATINGCOST
BASEDON ANALYSIS OF CURRENTCESSNAFLEET
-ENGINE MAINTENANCE
.22s _SZ_hr/__ens_
BHP/eng
i
PURCHASE PRICE IN
4000 HR TBO PERIOD
-ENGINE OVERHAUL
PARAMETRIC FIT
1
- PURCHASE PRICE IN
2
4000 !JR TBO PERIOD
-AI RFRAME/SYS _ EM _I NTE NANCE
(It)
(TU RBOP ROP )
(IC)
(T U RBOP ROP )
PARAMETRIC FITS OF CURRENT FLEET
-PROPELLER OV_g RH_UL
tYPICAL CURRENT VALUES
-INSURANCE (HULL & LIABILITY)
198 1 RATES
-FJ,CL C35T3
$1.70/3AL (BOTH _/G:_S AND JET FJEL)
-OI h £OSFS
$6.o0/g_L
-DEPRECI _FI O_
ZERO RESIDUAL IN 7.5 Y£ARS @ 500 _R/YR
-AVIONIC3
10% ,)F AVIONICS COSP EVERY I000 fiRS
(.%VIO'AICS ACCOUNF FOR IIALF THE OPTIONAL
EQJI P_E'_ r costs)
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factors an3 the design characteristics to be varied as well as the
range of vat lation.
Fhe actual calculations then proceeJ automatically with a main
routine sequentially changing the designated design variables.
(?he orog[am works with any two factors - for example, wing area
and aspect ratio - at the discretion of the analyst.) The program
then varies takeoff gross weight (TOG_) to aeet any of the design
requirements chosen by the user. On the chart on Figure 5, a solid
line is drawn showing payload-range as the selected requirement;
dotted lines !ndicate that rate of climb, cruise speed, etc. could
just as easily have been used. Once the TOGW is determined which
allows the airplane to meet this orimary design requirement, then
that weight is _seJ to calculate the otner performance characteristic3
of the _3esign. _fter the calculations are finished a separate _x_-
Jle orints an3 automatically plots the results_
A typical outout is shown on Figure 6. This is a car_et plot
in which each point represents an airplane capable of carrying a
1200 poun._ oayload 700 nautical miles. Fhe weight is actually the
independant variable used to drive the range to the selecte._ value.
Every, airplane represented on this graph has a different set of
performance c_aracteristics, some better than the specifieJ
constraints and some worse.
The program then plots overlays snowing the boundaries where
the remaining constraiats are just met; an example is shown in
Figure 7. _he shaded region represents all airplanes that (I) are
faster than the minimum cruise speed, (2) have a higher rate of
clino than the minimum, and (3) have a stall speed lower than the
aaximum allowed. Note that although a maximum takeoff field length
(['OF[) was sgecified it is not constraining in this example since
all points in the shade] region exceed the requirement. The minimu_
weight point shown here occurs at a wing area of aporoximately 170
sg ft in] an asoect ratio of around 8.5.
Actually, so.ae 17 to i8 overlays are commonly used for each
Jesign to check such characteristics as fuel volume, acquisition
cost, DOC, cruise efficiency, etc. Fhe process makes all of the
design choices visible and allows an easy tradeoff of one benefit
against another.
_%FFICI ENT FLIGHF
The aircraft s9eed that mini:nizes fuel consumption is the
speed for maximum lift to drag ratio (VL/D ). For general avia-
tion aircraft this usually corresponds to a power setting of around
45%; exoerience indicates that virtually no flights are made at
this low soeed. Reference I0 discusses this incompatability between
common usage and best fuel speed and why it is impractical to
21
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design an airframe to cruise at maximum L/D. Briefly summarized:
D/L = AV2 + _/V 2 where:
A = pf/2W and S = 2W/pb2,e
P = dens ity
f = equivalent flat plate area
W = We ight
b = wing span
e = span efficiency
_qigh L/9 is achieved by keeping the terms _ and 8 small. Yet
lowering the value of P (i.e., flying at higher altitudes) or rais-
ing the value of W to decrease A increases B and conversely. The
same is true of the fictitous areas f and b 2 since they exist in
some o[ooor tional ity. Further:
L/D_nax : _(_eb212f) and VL/D:(_2w/p)/ 4_(,efb2)
which il_ustrates that a high value of L/O requires a low ratio
of f to bE whereas a high value of VL/D requires a low product of
f and b 2. Further, provJJ_ng adequate power for climb means that
there is an excess for cruise, making it all too easy to exceed
VL/D. If he isn't using all, or most of the power available, the
pilot feels that he is wasting time.
Having reviewed this "designer's dilemma" Reference 10 goes
on to introduce the concept of the "least wasteful way to waste
fuel" which is the least increase in fuel per unit increase in speed
above V for maximum L/O. Fhis occurs at V* which is defined as
4_3(VL/D). On a typical triD, co_areJ to flying at the speed for
minimum fuel usage, flying at V*:
• is 32% faster
• reduces flight time by 24%
. uses only 16% .note fuel
Flying at V* minimizes the Dower required to r.aintain kinet-
ic energy in the face of energy dissipation due to drag, and
minimizes the energy re]uire_ to move a given weight a given
distance at a given velocity.
The new engines considered in this study produce a given
horsepower at a much lower weight and with a greatly reduced fuel
consumption co_oared to current powerplants. 'Fhis affects the
sizing process in many ways. Consider again Figure 7: reanaly-
sis with one of the advanced engines would lower the entire carpet
to smaller weights and would also, on the new carpet, cause the
cruise speed line to move up and to the right while the stall soeed,
climb and takeoff lines would move down. Fhe resultant minimum
moves to low values of wing area and aspect ratio•
Instinctively this does not seem right, in oarticular the large
24
reduction in aspect ratio. And indeed it is not a good way to
size the airplane because advantage is being taken of the engine's
good 9erformance to aake the wing inefficiently small. The prob-
lem is to match the airframe's efficiency to the engine's
characteristics. As shown above, it is igoractical to design an
airplane to cruise at VL/D; it is practical, however, to size one
to c_uise at _ (or slightly higher at maximum cruise power so that
reduced power settings still maintain speeds around v*). V* was,
therefore, used as another constraint in this study to insure that
efficient airframes were matched to each of the new engines. An
alternative approac_ would De to constrain the cruising speed to
that of the baseline, but this can also lead to choosing less
efficient airframes. This is discussed in detail on page 97.
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AIRFRAME DESIGN AND INSTALLATION CONCEPTS
BASELINE A[RFR;LMES
SINGLE ENGINE The Cessna P210 is the basis for the single
T
engine conflguratlon chosen for the study (shown in Figure 8 witn
the baseline engine). _he cabin area pressure vessel is little
different in configuration from the P210 except for being stress-
ed to the higher pressurization level required for cruise at 25000
ft while maintaining a 10000ft cabin altitude. The wing is redesign-
ed for the new flap and roll control system and sized for the de-
sign mission of this study, the tail is resized as needed and
uses nigher aspect ratio surfaces than the P210. The engine compart-
men_ is changed, as necessary, to accommodate each engine.
TWIN ENGINE The twin engine baseline configuration for the study
_s shown on Figure 9. the design is seen to use a conventional,
low wing layout with wing aounted engines. The wing configura-
tion itself is the same as that of the single engine airplane except
for the engine nacelles and is sized appropriately for each engine.
No installation drawings for the baseline engine were done
since it is physically almost identical with the contemporary
TSIO-520 which is in widespread use.
ROTAR_-PJ,4EREO AI RFR;L'4E3
SI._GLE ENGIN £ rne _ingle engine design with the rotary engine
is shown [n Figure I0. For considerations of passenger comfort the
size of the zabin compartment cannot be appreciably altered from
the Oaseline. Fhe wing cannot be ..._oved very far fore or aft for
both structural and aerodynamic reasons, so the lighter engine must
be moved forward to _eep the center of gravity in the correct
_osition. rhis has the advantage of opening up a baggage compart-
ment in front of the cabin which increases available baggage voltm_e
and provides an alternate loading area wnicn makes center of gravity
control easiec, fne wing area is smaller than for the baseline
since the weight is considerably lower.
Tne engine installation drawing is shown in Figure ii for
the RC2-32 engine; the RC2-47 would be essentially the same. The
small size of the engine allows it to fit easily into the cowl whose
cross section is largely set by the cabin size. Accessibility
should be very good relative to the baseline engine installation.
the radiator, which should be large and thin for minimum cooling
drag, fits comfortably within the cowl. There is also room to
expand the cooling air to low speeds before entering the radiator,
whicn is another requirement for low cooling drag. Induction
26
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and codlin] air are brought in through NAC_ flush scoops on the
sidez of the cowling.
Air is bled from the comoressor for cabin 9ressurization.
Provision must be made both to cool and to heat it dependlng on
the outside conditions. For air cooled engines the pressurized
air is passed through a heat exchanger that is either cooled by
outside ram air or heated by air from a shroud around the exhaust
Dido. A similar system is envisioned for the liquid cooled engine
exceot that the ram air _asses through an auxiliary radiator before
flowing over the pressurized air heat exchanger. £emoerature is
controlled by the amount of coolant flowing through this auxiliary
radiator. For cooling the cabin air no fluid is used, while for
heating, the auxiliary radiator is fully functional and the heat
is transferreJ back to the exchanger.
T._I:_ EN:I_E ['he twin engine configuration usinq the rotary
engines is shown in _igure I_.. The radiators are housed in lead-
ing edg_ _ extensions on the inboard wing oanels (si_nilar to the
installation on the British Dei{avilland 4osquito of ?;W If). Al-
though there might be slight weight oenalties for this confiquration,
due to extra piping and coolant, it is felt that these would be off-
set Dy 9ther a Jvantages. Detailed examination of these factors
was, however, DeyonJ the sco_e of this study.
Again the radiators are keot large and thin with minimum 61ow
velocities through them in order to reduce the cooling dram. They
occupy the entire leading edje of the wing from the nacelle to the
fuselage. Deice or antiice for the inboard wing sections will
require careful development. J5e of heat from the engine coolant
to melt the ice will likely result in a runback of water which will
refreeze on the win_ and flags. Pneumatic boots, however, will be
difficult to locate without being affectel by the heat ana/or
disturbing the fiow into the radiator. [t is DoSSib]e that some
co:nb£nation of these two would work but more likely a completely
new :_fstem will be required sucn as a glycol exuding leading edge.
rr_e instaliation is sho_vn on _'igure 13. As can be seen the
size of these engines allows the designer to produce extremely
clean, thin nacelles with small cross sections an/ reJuced wetted
areas _ith a consequent reduction in drag. Further the destabiliz-
ing moment of the nacelle, wnicn varies with the square of the
widtn, is greatly reJuced thus increasing stability or reducing
the required tail size. Note that the spinners are the minimum
size to accommodate the oropeller hubs.
The exhaust ls ducteJ overooard on the outside of the nacelle
to aini,nize cabin noise. Fhere is insufficient room in the small
nacelles to bend tne e_naust oige down and duct the exhaust out the
bottom, and a vertical turbocharger installation is not recommend-
ed because of oroble_s routin_ the induction air to the compres-
sor face.
3l
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DIESEL PO_ERED AIRFRAMES
SINGLE ENGINE The single engine airplane configured for the
d'-[ese! is shown in Figure 14. Like the rotary, the light weight
of this engine allows a baggage compartment to be a_ded ahead of
the cabin. The install_tion drawing is shown in Figure 15. The
large frontal area of a radial presents no problem in the single
since the cabin area dictates a large cross sectional er_ anyway.
A propeller shaft extension was added for Petter cowlir:g contours
and an accompanying weight penalty of 3 pcunds was added in the
analysis.
The cabin air pressurization system employs a temperature
regulation system identical to the rotary except that the auxilia-
ry coolant radiator is replaced by an auxiliary oi] radiator. (In
either case should the system prove unworkable a system similar to
that of an air cooled engine would probably be acceptable but would
not nave the 3implicity of this design.)
_IN ENGINE A similar engine installation was tried for the
-tw'Tn with the resultant 3-view shown in Figure 16. Compared to
the baseline the nacelle shape is not bad. Compared to the rotary
it is much less pleasing aesthetically, the wetted are_ is l_rger
with a consequently greater drag and the large blockage area behind
the propeller reduces its efficiency.
To offset these disadvantages the low profile engine configura-
tion shown in Figure 17 was conceive_. Fhe power section is laid
on its Dark so that the crankshaft rotates about a vertical axis
with the output transferred 90 degrees through bevel gears to the
propeller shaft. A !5 _ound/engine weignt penalty was added for
this more complex gear box. This value is arbitrary and a careful
design is expected to show tpat the new gear box is nut much
heavier than the one it replaces. The changes necessary to reverse
the propeller rotation would be minimal.
The twin engine design utilizing this version of the diesel
is shc_n on Figure 18. The nacelles are small and compact, snap-
ed much like a cowling for a horizontally opposed engine. The
installat_on itself is shown on Figure 19. This ccnfigurat]o_
will require careful attention to baffle design to provide cooling
to all the cylinders. Again the spinner is the smallest that will
enclose the propeller hub.
SPARK iGNITION P_ERED AIRFRAMES
SIN3L£ 5NGINE fhe single engine airframe adapted for the ad-
vance spark ignition engine is shown on Figure 20 and the engine
installation is shown on Figure 21. These powerplants use a tuned
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exhaust system to improve turbocharger efficiency which makes the
engines rather long. This limits the installation flexibility
since the turbocharger cannot be relocated for the benefit of
the airframe design. The length also precludes the installation
of a nose baggage compartment.
Further the exhaust system, turbocompounding equipment and
turbocharger are so located that it is unclear how accessories
will be located at the back of the engine (as planned by TCM).
Assuming that they are, maintenance may be difficult.
The overhead exhaust path requires an upflow cooling path.
If the air is then ducted out through the top of the cowling, means
must be provided to close the exit louvers in case of engine fire
to prevent the blaze from coming through the cowling and destroying
the windshield. If, on the other hand, the cooling air is duct-
ed out the bottom through a cowl flap (as shown on Figure 21) then
problems arise from heating of the accessories and turbocharger.
The engine designers envisioned cooling the oil by use of a
finned sump. However the necessary ducting and baffling to get
air to the sump and the required fin area on the sump are likely
to be more complex and will weigh more than a conventional oil
cooler. Therefore, Figure 21 shows a separate oil cooler.
Cabin air temperature can be controlled either by a convention-
al heat exchange[ system or by a system similar to the diesel
configuration.
TWIN ENGINE The twin engine spark ignition configuration and
_nstallation drawings are shown in Figures 22 and 23, respective-
ly. Note here the relatively large nacelles. Also, whereas locating
the accessories around the exhaust system was inconvenient on the
single it is even more difficult in the compact nacelle of the twin.
GATE POWERED AIRFRAMES
SINGLE ENGINE The GATE powered single is shown on Figure 24 and
_'_nstal_'_on drawings are on Figure 25.
The turboprop is very light which makes it possible to include
a nose baggage compartment. The exhaust, however, is difficult to
dump overboard. As shown, the exhaust ducting is rather long and
takes a number of bends to reach the bottom of the airplane and yet
allow room for the nose gear; it also intrudes somewhat into the
nose baggage area. Leading the exhaust out the side is impracti-
cal because of possible intrusion of the exhaust products into the
cabin through the door.
For heating the cabin air a system similar to that used on
4]
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conventional spark ignition engines is utilized, drawing hot ram
air through a muff around the exhaust pipe.
Bleeding the compressor for cabin pressurization is impossi-
ble on this small turboprop because of unacceptable performance los-
ses. Instead, a Dump is mechanically driven through the accessory
section to provide the required air.
TWIN ENGINE The twin engine configuration and installation are
shown on F-{gures 26 and 27. Maintaining the c.g. location in a
favorable position with the light weight of this engine precludes
short nacelles where the exhaust can be ducted out the rear.
Therefore, short overboard exhausts are provided. This has the
advantage of allowing baggage or fuel storage in the rear of the
nace I les.
Again: this installation is typical of that which would be
used with either the original or the revised GATE definition.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
METHODS OF COMPARISON
_e evaluation of the "_arious engines is based on a comp_risor
of the airframe/engine combination. Three methods are used to
generate airframes for this comoarison:
Method I. Fixed Airframe, Fixed Engine Size, Variable Mission
This method of comparison assumes that the airframe size and
gross weight are fixed at the baseline values and the various
engines are interchanged, and they are compared on their ability
to [.-oduce the highest performance from that airframe. The advan-
tage of this method is that it is representative of the first use
to which any new engine is usually put, namely that of re-engining
an existing airplane. The disadvantage is that it produces airplanes
with considerable differences in range, payload, and .cpeed and it
is difficult to come to a consensus as to how these characteris-
tics should De ranked in order to compare the results.
Method II. Fixed - Engine Size, Fixed Mission, Variable Airframe
the second method of comparison allows the weight and win_
geometry to change in order to most nearly match the entire vehi-
cle performance to the requirements. This results in a more even
handed comparison of the engines since each airframe is then the
best configuration for that engine's characteristics. The
disadvantage is that although the baseline engine is well sized,
all of the new engines are somewhat oversized to do the given
mission because of the smaller, lighter airframes which result.
There is nothing to indicate that giving the engines the same cruise
horsepower makes them "equal", whatever equal means in the context
of this study. In any case, keeping a constant engine size does
not shew the true, maximum efficiency that the engines can deliver.
Method III. Fixed Mission, Variable Airframe and Engine
This analysis varies wing area and aspect ratio, gross weight
and engine size concurrently to define the optimum design. This
is probably the best means of comparing the engines because each
engine is allowed to seek --he lowest power level that will do the
mission, considering its characteristics. The engines then are
equal in terms of their ability to do a job rather than in terms
of an arbitrary equality base4 on cruise horsepower. This precludes
one engine having an aOval.tage by any fortuitous matching of its
rating and characteristics to the chosen mission. The only
disadvantage of such a comparison is that it is much ;[ore time
consuming than the first two methods.
51
EVALUATIONS
The results of the Phase 2 evaluation are discussed below and
shown graphically on Figures 28 through 37 and 39 through 46. The
results are also shown in tat Jlar form in Appendix III.
W_eei_ Method I, with the airframe fixed, has a constant gross
welgnt and therefore no comparison is possible.
Using Method II, the variation in gross weight necessary to
carry the required payload over the designated range is shown on
Figure 28. All of the advanced engines show significant weight
reductions relative to the baseline, with the exception of the
GTSIO-420 (advanced spark ignition engine) _ Reductions of 12%
to 17% are seen for the single engine designs (S.E.) and 14% to 20%
for the twin engine designs (T.E.). this weight reduction is due
to smaller engine weights, less fuel required, and structural
weight savings resulting from lower gross weights and smaller, lower
aspect ratio wings.
Allowing the engines to resize in the Method III type of
analysis yields even larger reductions in total weight as shown in
Figure 29. Once more excluding the G FSIO-420, the single engine
weight reductions range from 15% to 19% and for the twins, from la%
to 23%. In each of these cases the highly advanced rotary (RC2-32)
showed the largest potential for reducing the total aircraft weight.
In general, here and throughout the comparisons, the twins show
virtually the same trends as the singles.
Horsepower The horsepower reductions possible when resizing the
englne and airframe (Method III) are shown on Figure 30. With the
exception of the diesel and GATE on the single engine designs, the
lighter weights and lower engine SFC's allow the engines to be resiz-
ed downward to about 200 horsepower with the new engines needing
approximately 50 less horsepower to do the same job as the current
tecnnology baseline engine. The diesel and GATE engines in the
single engine airplanes cannot be reduced by the same amount
because of their nigh lapse rate with altitude which reduces the
climb performance at 25000 ft. On the twins, the extra power requir-
ed to provide adequate single engine performance also provides good
climb rates at altitude and, therefore, the high lapse rates are
not as limiting.
Pa_vload-Ran_e For Method I, where weight was held constant at
the value required for the baseline engine, use of the new engines
resulted in significant increases in performance. The lighter
weight of the powerplants meant that additional useful load became
available relative to the baseline configurations. This weight
advantage was arbitrarily divided equally between fuel and payload
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except for the twins where only as much fuel was added as could
be accommodated in the outboard wing panels without adding the
weight and complexity of tanks in the nacelles (the singles, with
no nacelles, had adequate volume for the added fuel).
The increases in range are shown in Figure 31 and the increas-
es in payload in Figure 32. The low weight of the rotary and GATE
permit the largest increases in payload varying from 13% for the
singles to almost 40% for the twins. The range increases for the
rotary are also large at 105% (S.E.) and 69% (T.E.). The high fuel
consumption of the GATE, however, limits range increases to 45%
(S.E.) and 20% (T.E.). Since the diesel engine weighs more than
the rotary the net useful load (payload and fuel} gained is less_
however, due to the low fuel consumption of this engine the increases
in range are large - 102% (S.E.) and 81% (T.E.).
Mission Fuel The primary justification for undertaking the large
investment in developing a new powerplant is to reduce fuel
Gonsumption. The mission fuel burned by each of the engines is
shown in Figures 33 and 34 for Methods II and III, respectively.
As can be seen, the original GATE shows very small reductions
relative to the baseline engine. The moderate risk GTSIO-420 and
the revised GATE show a somewhat greater reduction, but still have
much less potential than the other four pew I.C. engines. All four
of these engines show simila_ savings of around 35% for Method II
and 40% for Method III. The diesel powered twin burns the least
fuel when compared on the basis of either 14ethods II or Ill. For
Method II, the diesel powered single also shows the lowest fuel
consumption. The GTSIO-420SC shows the lowest consumption for
the singles according to Method Ill.
Direct O Derati__ Cost The influence of the engines on direct
operatlng cost (DOC) Is shown on Figures 35 through 37. Method I
type comparisons snow only small changes in DOC between the various
engines. This emphasizes the need to match the engine and airframe
if the full benefits are to be realized. The GATE (both versions)
and GTSIO-420 show only small decreases in DCC under Method II
(Figure 36). The other four engines show substantial reductions
of around $20/hour (S.E.) and around $40/bour (T.E) or savings of
over 15% for each configuration. Under Method Ill (Figure 37),
these same four engines show reductions of $30/hour for singles and
$60 to $70/hour for twins or savings of around 25%. This is a very
substantial reduction-one which could h_ve a major impact on the
general aviation market.
Effect Of Assumed Fuel Cost On DOC One item addressed in the
parametric evaluations was the "e-_-_e-c-tof fuel ccst cn the direct
operating cost. For the Phase II analysis a nominal value of
$1.70/gallen was used. This was typical of the price of avges when
the analysis was being run early in )981. The same value was also
used for jet fuel since recent data indicates that the difference
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in price between these two fuels is narrowing and will eventually
disappear, at least in this country. Variations in the nrice of
fuel from $1/gallon to $4/gallon were analyzed for the highly advanc-
ed engines in the single engine configurations, with the results
shown in Figure 38. The GAtE (original definition) powered airplane
has the highest DOC which grows larger with increasinq fuel price.
the revised GATE shows a lower level and slope but stil] remains
consistently higher tb.an the I.C. engines. The RC2-32 has the
lowest DOC; as fuel price_ increase this advantage decrease_, but
never completely disappear. _ up to the maximum price studiec _. In
effect, then, while fuel price has a major imoact on DOC it does
not significantly alter the relative rankings of the various
engines.
Ac__uisition Cost The estimat_ purchase price of the various
airplanes {s shown in Figures 39 t_:rough 41 for Methods I through
III, respectively. Comparisons o]sed on Method I show slight
increases for most of the advanced er.qines with only the GATE show-
ing a significantly higher price. When the airframes are resized,
however, as was done in Methods II and iII, this picture changes.
All exceot the GATE (both versions) and GTSIO-420 engines now show
a large potential for reducing airplane orice. The airplane using
the RC2-32 has the largest estimated reduction in price at $30,000
for the single and $60,000 for the twin under Method II (or rough-
ly a 15% decrease for both configurations). Corresponding numbers
for Method III are $40,000 (S.E.) or a 20% decrease and $100,000
(r.E.) or a 25% aecrease. As with DOC, decreases of this magnitude
would have a major impact on the market.
Effect Of £ngine Price On Acquisition Cost The acquisition
costs derived under Phase 2 are heavily dependant or, the engine
price used. That price, however, is probably the most difficult
characteristic to predict accurately.
The effect of changing engine price is shown on Table VIII for
Methods II and III. Fhe information i_ ore_ented as the incre-
ment that would have to be added to the assumed engine ['rice to
bring the cost of the aircraft up to the ]eve] of the baseline power-
ed airplane. And since accuisition cost is reflected in DOC
through depreciation, the chang, in epgine price required to
eliminate the advantages in DOC shown by the new pewero]ants is
also indicated.
For the intermittent combustien engines, the change in en-
gine price reouired to match acquisition costs is large and to
match DOC levels it is larger still. From this a;lalysis it a_Pears
unlikely that the assumed engine p, ice ccu]O be _ufficient]y in
error to significantly effect the Phase 2 results.
Cruise Coefficient To further compare the engir_es a cruise
_e'f_f_-l_n-t was def['ned as:
64
FIGURE 38
EFFECT OF FUEL COST ON DIRECT OPERATINGCOST
I I. FIXED ENGINE SIZE, V^RIABLE AIRFRAME
SINGLE ENGINE CONFIGURATION
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TABLE VIII
PtIASE I I I
EFFEC_ DF ENGINE COS£ ON AIRCRA_T PRICE AND DOC
I_CRE.4t:NI' IN ENGINE CDsr REQUIRED TO MAKE AOVAc_CED
AND BASELINE SINGLE ENGINE AIRPLANES COSf THE SAM_
8AS15
OF
CO 4PARI39!4
II
FIXEO ENGINE
VARIABLE
AI_(FR_ME
III
VARIABLE
ENGINE AND
AIRF_{AMZ
:_G IN E
RC2-32
GTDR-246
G'rs IO-4203C
GAtE
RC2-32
JTDR-246
Gr3 IO-420SC
GA:i'S
ACQUISITION
COS]:
_ENGINE %
COST INCREASE
27,000 _4
14,000 39
16,000 46
-1,500 -3
41,000 160
25,900 80
35,000 131
-500 -I
DIRECr OPERAfION
CDST
_ENGINE %
COSt 1 4CRE&5_
64,620 202
51,562 143
52,5_6 150
11,719 22
II02,739 402
,' 75,334 232
II00,445 376
I 5,357 9
69
payload x VC_ $ x Range
C = Energy Consumed in cruise
and a relative cruise coefficient was defined as:
R = C(for a specific configuration)
C(_or _ the baseline con_gur&t_on)
This latter value may be thought of as an increase in efficiency
in moving a given payload at a given speed over a given range.
Relative cruise coefficient is shown in Figure 42 as a percentage
increase over the baseline value. For Method II, the RC2-32,
GTSIO-420SC, and GTDR-246 have the highest values, around 55% to
60% better than the baseline with the diesel being slightly better
than the others.
The same comparison is shown in Figure 43 for _lethod III.
Here, the same three engines have an advantage over the baseline
of 60% to 70%. In this case, the rotary has the highest value for
the twin and the G_IO-420SC for the single.
Evaluation Criteria A set of criteria was established early in
the program to evaluate how each of the engines compared to the
others. This evaluation scheme is outlined in Table IX. It
reflects a point of view that a reduction in fuel consumption is
the single most important characteristic for a new engine. The
next most important characteristic is the potential to reduce di-
rect operating cost, this factor being weighted only slightly lower
than the first one. floweret, since fuel usage is also included
in DOC the total weight given to reduced consumption is actually
greater than the I0 point weighting factor would indicate. Acquisi-
tion cost, multifuel capability, flyover noise and installation
factors are also included in the criteria.
The fuel compatability of the engines is shown on Teble Igb.
Some of the engines (e.g. GTDR-246) are shown as capable of burn-
ing diesel fuel. The high viscosity of diesel at low temperatures,
however, creates a problem in maintaining a reliable fuel flow to
the engine unless fuel heaters and insulation are orovided.
Therefore, no points were awarded for this capability.
The installation factor is th_ ._ost subjective. No points
are awarded if the engine is judged equivalent to the baseline.
The GTSIO-420 and GT3IO-420SC were considered in this category
though in some ways this may have been generous since the tuned
exhaust system will probably make accessory location and accessibil-
ity more difficult than on present day engines. The GATE in the
single engine airframe was also awarded zero points because of
the difficulty in ducting the hot exhaust overboard.
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FUEL USAGE
DIRECT OPERATING
COS'r
ACQOISITION COST
MULFI-FOEL
CAPABILITY
FLYOVERNOISE
INSTALLATION
FACTOR
TABLE IX
EVALUATIONSCHEME
EVALUATION
I0 POINTS FOR 25% LESS FUEL
USEDTHAN BASELINE
I0 POINT3 FOR 25% LOWER
OOC
I0 POINTS FOR 25% LOWER
PURCHASE PRICE
0 POINTS AVGAS ONLY
1 POINi' JET FUEL ONLY
2 POINTS B(_rH
+i QUIETER rHAN t_ASELINE
0 SAME AS BASELINE (+2dBA)
0 EQUIVALENT TO BASELINE
1 SO4Ev4HAT _3ETTER THAN BASELINE
2 MUCH BETTER THAN BASELINE
NEIGHTING
FACTOR
I0
_9
I0
I0
73
°,
The diesel engine was awarded I0 points since a baggage area
can be put in the nose of the single, and slender, low drag na-
celles can be used on the twin. The GATE in the twin was also
given I0 points because of the slender nacelles and relatively
uncomplicated installationo
The rotaries were judged to be much better than the baseline
and were awarded 20 points. Nith the light weight and small size
of this engine a baggage compartment can be adde_ in the nose of
the single. On the twin the nacelles are slender. Fhe liquid
cooling gives complete control over the engine temperature in all
flight regimes for maximum operating flexibility.
These evaluation criteria were applied to all engi_s for
all three comparison methods and the results are shown in {i._ures
44 through 46 and in tables AIII-VII and _III-VIII. The absolute
magnitudes of the numbers are virtually meaningless and only the
relative rankings are of any importance. In general the RC2-47,
RC2-32, GTDR-246 and GTSIO-420SC all have similar values for each
method. The GATE (both versions) and GTSIO-420 ranked considerab-
ly lower. The RC2-32 was consistently the best with the diesel
usually a close second.
PAR;L_ETRIC EVALUATI ONS
As noted above, the data from Phase II exhibited the same
trends for both the singles and twins. Therefore, only the single
engine airframes were carried forward into the parametric evaluations
of Phase III. In the interest of time and available budget the
baseline engine and the backup engine concepts (RC2-47 and GTSIO-420)
were dropped from the analysis.
The parameter it evaluations invoiving fuel cost and engip, e
price have already been discussed. Other variations in input data
and mission definition were analyzed as follows:
Mission Definition The effects of selecting different missions
(payload and range) are shown on Figures 47 and 48. The range was
varied by plus or minus 200 NMi from the basic mission value of 700
N:_i and the payload was varied by olus or minus 2 passengers (±400
pounds) from the basic mission value of 6 passengers. The compari-
son was Py method II. Jn no case is there any crossover of the
important parameters (evaluation criteria or fuel used) that would
indicate that the original mission unfairly favored one engine
over another.
Coolin__Dra_ _s discussed previously, cooling drag was impossi-
ble t6"est'qmate with any degree of precision. The actual values
for any of these engines may, therefore, be different from those us-
ed in the Phase II analysis. Those values were chosen somewhat
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optimistically; that is, it is unlikely that the cooling drag is
less than estimated. On the other hand there is no reason to be-
lieve that any of the new engines would exhibit worse cooling drag
than the baseline. This gives then, a reasonable approximation
to the maximum and minimum cooling drags expected for each engine.
Work on the Curtiss-Wright study (ref. 5) indicated that the varia-
tion in all aircraft characteristics with changes in cooling drag
was linear over small ranges. Therefore, only 2 points need to be
analyzed to define the trends.
The effects of variations in cooling drag are shown on Figure
49. d ithin this range of values the cooling drag has little effect
on any aircraft characteristic except cruise speed and, in particu-
lar, the effec& on DOC, acquisition cost and the evaluation
criteria are minimal. This variable does not significantly alter
the relative rankings between the 4 engines. The RC2-32, when
evaluated with the nighest reasonable drag level, still compares
favorably with the others even when compared to the results for
their best drag value. The conclusion is that had other values
been chosen for cooling drag the results of the study would have
been essentially the same.
Hi@h Efficiency Inlet NASA requested an investigation of the
e_fe--ct-s-o--_-u-_In_-g-a"-hl-_% efficiency induction system inlet on the
intermittent combustion engines. These are regularly used on the
turbines but are seldom applied to conventional engines which of-
ten draw their induction air from the same plenum that supplies the
cooling air flow.
The effect of inlet efficiency was already included in the
GA_E data. For the other engines the horsepower output varied only
with altitude ,',that is, the pressure of the air entering the induc-
tion system was the static pressure).
A _igner efficiency inlet on the rotary would not have help-
ed at cruise since the engine was already capab_ of generating its
maximum cruise rating with no pressure recovery, rhe small effect
it might have had on climb where velocity is low was judged to be
insignificant and not worth analyzing.
The diesel, however, has, high lapse rate above 17000 ft,
losing 13.4 horsepower for every _000 ft above the critical alti-
tude. Assuming that an intake capable of 90 percent ram recovery
would cause no changes in SFC, weight or drag (since the air must
be supplied to the compressor anyway) the single engine diesel was
reanalyzed. These assumptions probably represent the maximum
benefits that could reasonaDly be realized even with careful
development, the results are shown on Table X for both _ethod I I
and III. Phe benefits shown for this inlet are not negligible.
For method II the evaluation criteria which had been 15 points
less than the BC2-32's became 6 points better; for method III where
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TABLE X
part 1
EFFECT OF HIGH EFFICIENCY INLET
TCM GTDR-246 DIESEL
SINGLE ENGINE
FIXED ENGINE, VARIABLE AIRFRAME
TAKEOFF POWER
CRUISE POWER
STATIC PRESSURE
£O ENGINE
268 kW ]60 BHP
186 kW 250 BHP
BASIC EMPTY WEISHT
GROSS WEIGHT
1048 kg 2310 ib
1746 k9 3849 ib
WI NG AREA
WING SPAN
ASPECT RATIO
13.6 sqm 146 sqft
I0.91 m 35.8 ft
.80 8.80
ROC AT CRUISE ALT
£IME TO CLIMB
TAKEOFF DISTANCE
S£ALL SPEED
CRUISE SPEED
(INITIAL)
192 m/rain 630 fpm
21 rain 21.4 rain
55_ m 1810 ft
113 km/hr 61 KTS
404 km/hr 218 KTS
PAY LOAD
RANGE
544 kg 1200 Ib
1296 km 700 NM
MISSION FUEL
REQUIRED FOEL CAP
HIGH EFFICIENCY
I_LEr
268 k_ 360 8HP
186 kW 250 _HP
RELATIVE CRUISE EFF
V/V*
AVG CRUISE SPEED
MAXIMUM SPEED
1018 kg 2245 Ib
1712 kg 3774 Ib
PRICE
DOC
NOISE CHANGE
EVALUATION £OTAL
FOEL EFFICIENCY
13.2 sqm 142 sqft
9.81 m 32.2 ft
7.32 7.32
198 m/rain 650 fpa
20.8 rain 20.8 rain
549 m 1800 ft
113 km/hr 61 KTS
417 km/hr 225 KTS
544 kg 1200 Ib
12 96 km 700 NM
126.] kg 278.5 Ib 122.5 kg 270.0 Ib
200 L 52.9 gal 195 L 51.6 gal
1.58 1.58
1.05 1.05
407 km/hr 220 KTS
436 km/hr 235.5 KTS
$288,000 $188,000
$I06.6/hr $I06.6/hr
-4 dBA -4 dBA
229* 229*
8.24 km/L 16.84 NMPG
!.55 1.55
1.05 1.05
420 km/hr 227 KTS
436 km/hr 235.5 KTS
$181,500 $18] ,500
$I04.6/hr $I04 .6/hr
-4 dSA -4 dBA
253 250
8.50 km/L 17.37 NMPG
* For comparison, the evaluation total on the RC2-32 was 244.
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TABLE X
part 2
EFFECT OF HIGH EFFICIENCY
TCM GTDR-246 DIESEL
SINGLE ENGINE
INLET
VARIABLE ENGINE AND AIRFRAME
STATIC PRESSURE HIGH EFFICIENCY
TO ENGINE INLET
TAKEOFFPOWER 242 KW 325 BHP 238 k_ 319 BHP
CRUISE PO'._ER 168 kW 226 BHP 166 k_ 222 BHP
BASIC EMPTYWEIGHT 1020 kg 2249 Ib 993 kg 2190 Ib
GROSSWEIGHT 1710 kg 3770 ib 1676 kg 3696 Ib
WING AREA 13.2 sqm 142 sqft 13.0 sqm 140 sqft
WINGSPAN 10.55 m 34.6 ft 9.81 m 32.2 ft
ASPECT RATIO 8.45 8.45 7.40 7.40
ROCAT CRUISE ALT 152 m/rain 500 fpm 152 m/rain 500 fpm
TIM/_ rO CLIMB 24.6 rain 24.6 rain 25.4 rain 25.4 rain
TAKEOFF DISFANCE 619 m 2030 ft 629 m 2065 ft
STALL SPEED 113 Km/hr 61 KTS 113 km/hr 61 KTS
CRUISE SPEED 386 Km/hr 208.5 KTS 397 km/hr 214 .5 KTS
(INITIAL)
PAYLOAD 544 kg 1200 Ib 544 kg 1200 Ib
RANGE 1296 km 700 NM 1296 km 700 IIM
MISSION FUEL 120.2 Kg 265 Ib 115.4 Kg 254.5 ib
REQUIREO FUEL CAP 189 L 49.9 ga_ 182 L 48.1 gal
RELATIVE CRUTSE EFF 1.60 1.60 1.58 1.58
V/V* I. 00 I .00 I. 90 I .00
AVG CRUISE SPEEO 390 Km/h[ 210.5 KTS 402 km/hr 217 KTS
MAXIMUM SPEED 420 km/hr 227 KTS 418 km/hr 225.5 K rS
PRICE $176,100 $176,100 $169,400 $169,400
DOC $99.5/hr $99.5/hr $96 .B/hr $96.8/hr
NOISE CHANGE -4.5 dBA -4.5 dBA -4.5 dBA -4.5 dBA
EVALUAFION TD?AL 274" 274" 299 299
FUEL ZFFIC[ENCY _.66 km/L 17.70 NMPG 9.02 Km/L 18.43 N_4PG
* For colparison, the evaluation total on the RC2-32 was 322.
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it had been 48 points less it moved to only 23 points behind. The
fuel savings were 8.5 pounds (3 percent) for Method II and 10.5
pounds (4 percent) for Method III. These numbers indicate that,
within the framework of the assumptions, the inlet could pay its
way.
Fhe major effect of the advanced inlet was an apparent increase
in the engine's critical altitude. It could, therefore, just as
easily be argued that the turDocharger design f_r the diesel
should be changed. (For example, using the APU burner to increase
turbine output above 17000 ft.) Its low critical altitude puts the
diesel at somewhat of a disadvantage relative to the other I.C.
engines mostly due to the airplane's comparatively poor climb
performance at high altitude. Reasonable increases in climb rate
could, in the synergistic design process, offset significant increases
in fuel burned during the climb. A change such as this might produce
results equal to or better than the advanced inlet. However, since
no engine data were available on this configuration, no tradeoff
analysis could be run.
The lapse rate of the advanced spark ignition engine is
virtually zero until above 25000 ft where it is still only 1/6
that of the diesel. Therefore, a high efficiency inlet could not
produce nearly as large a change for this engine as for the diesel
and was consequently not analyzed.
Cruise Altitude Within the constraints of the engine's capabili-
_T6s_ncreases in altitude usually bring increases in cruise efficien-
cy. _ecause of this, turbocharged engines have been taking an
increasingly larger share of the general aviation market. This
trend has been accelerating in recent years as fuel costs continue
to escalate.
For this reason the selected cruise altitude for t_e missions
used in this study was 25000 ft, which is the next logical step
above the 18000-23000 ft altitu3es in common use today.
Lower altitudes than 25000 ft were not analyzed for all of
the engines since future competitive aircraft will be capable of
operating at this altitude and the aircraft of this study must alsc
if they are to represent marketable products. The diesel's characteris-
tics in particular seemed better matched perhaps to a lower alti-
tude, but in Phase II it was analyzed at 25000ft for the reason
just stated.
The operation of small aircraft is effectively limited to
25000 ft primarily because of Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR'S).
Above that altitude the FAR's require fail-safe windshields and
window panels (FAR-23.775e) and a supplemental oxygen dispensing
unit (_AR-23.1447b) . this, plus the higher pressurization
differential (assuming that a i0000 ft cabin is maintained) adds
96
an estimated 50 pounds to the basic empty weight of the airplane.
Small increases in altitude above 25000 ft are not justified because
of this weight penalty. Phe four advanced engines were, therefore,
analyzed assuming a substantial increase in cruise altitude to
35000 ft. Fhe diesel and GATE, however, had such high ti_rust lapse
rates that no solution could be found without extrapolating the
engine size to unreasonably large values far beyond the range of
data supplied.
The rotary and advance spark ignition engines could be siz-
ed to this altitude and the results are shown on Table KI. Even
at this altitude, however, the increased efficiency cannot compensate
for the heavier empty weight and higher horsepower required. The
evaluation criteria, in particular, are noticeaLly worse than for
the 25000ft case.
It would be easy to conclude from these results that 25000 ft
re_?resents a reasonable maximum cruise altitude for general avia-
tion. fhis wosld not, however, be correct. The correct conclusion
is that the engine and turbocharger system must be matched to the
cruise altitude intended for the aircraft. Simply scaling an
engine to a larger size will not enable it to perfo:m well at alti-
tuJes higher than where it was designed to operate.
With this in ,aind the baseline, RC2-32 anJ GFDR-246 were reanalyz-
ed at a 17000 ft cruise altitude which corresponds to the diesel's
critical altitude. This was done to see if the altitude choice
had unfairly penalized the diesel. The results are shown on Table
XII. Here the rotary and diesel are very evenly matched whereas
at 25033 ft the rotary was clearly the superior powerplant. As
oointeJ out above, marketing considerations make 17000 ft an
impractical design altitude. _he data in Figure XII merely demonstrate
again the illportaP_ze to a fair comparison of navln] all the engines
designed fo,. the same attitude, the diesel, which ran a close
secon3 to ti_e rotar/, would possibly have done better had its
turbocharger [,een optimized for a higher altitude (see previous
discussion under High Efficiency Inlet).
Cruise at Constant Airspeed ['here is an often quoted rule of
thumb that says the horsepower required varies by the cube of the
velocitF. Fhis indeed is a good approximation when considering
the maximum speed where induced drag is low and parasite drag
predominates. For general aviation aircraft flying at V*, however,
inSuced drag is high enough that the horsepower required varies
by the square, not the cube, of the velocity.
Even so, since the Cessna method of sizing usually defines
airplanes with varying cruise speeds, it may still be asked why the
airolanes shouldn't De compared when sized to the same cruise
speed and, therefore, presumably are using the same cruise horsepower.
_nis u_ually is not a jo_ orocedure, however. First, from the
97
TABLE XI
EFFECT OF SIZING FORCRUISE AT 35000 FT
SINGLE ENGINE
ENGI NE NC2-32 GTS IO-4 20SC
TAKEOFF POWER
CRUISE POWER 925000"
CRUISE PO_;ER @35000"
347 k_J 465 BHP
2_3 K_ 380 BHP
200 kW 268 BHP
313 kW 420 BHP
224 kW 300 BHP
204 k_4 274 BHP
BASIC EMPTY _EIGHT
GROSS _EIGHT
WING AREA
WING SPAN
ASPECT R:_T IO
1146 kg 2527 lb 121'7 Kg 2683 ib
1856 kg 4092 Ib 1929 kg 4252 ib
14.3 sqm 154 sqft
12.56 m 41.2 ft
ii.0 ii.0
15.0 sqm 161 sqft
12.83 m 42.1 ft
Ii.0 ii.0
ROC AT 35000 FT
TIME TO CLIMB
TAKEOFF DISTANCE
STALL SPEED
CRUISE SPEED
(INITIAL)
210 m/rain 690 fpm
23.2 rain 23. 2 rain
415 m 1360 ft
113 km/hr 61 KTS
453 km/hr 244.5 KTS
226 m/rain 740 fpm
26.5 min 26.5 min
479 m 1570 ft
113 km/hr 61 KTS
446 km/hr 241 KTS
PAY LOAD
RANGE
544 kg 1200 ib
1296 km 700 NM
544 kg 1200 Ib
1296 Km 700 NM
MISSION FUEL
REQUIREO FUEL C_P
V/V*
AV3 _RUISE SPEEO
MAK IMUM SPEEO
134.9 Kg 297.5 Ib 134.3 kg 296 Ib
218 L 57.6 gal 217 L 57.3 gal
1.00 1.03
457 Km/hr 247 KTS
493 km/nr 266 KTS
1.00 1 .O0
450 Km/hr 243 KTS
452 km/hr 244 KTS
PRIC£
DOC
NOISE CHAN3_
EVALUATIOq FOFAL
FUEL _FFICIEqCY
$239,500 $239,500
$!]).2/hr $i30.2/hr
-3.5 dB_ -3.5 dB_
103 103
7.71 Km/L 15.76 N4PG
$229,000 S229,000
S125.0/hr $125.0/hr
-2.6 dBA -2.6 dBA
Iii 111
7.75 km/L 15.84 N_PG
There was no solution for the GFDR-246 or the GATE within reasonable
extrapolation of the engine size.
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._ett;oJ II comparison it can be seen that equal cruise horseoower
does not produce equal cruise speeJs for the various engine/air-
frame combinations. Second, there are on the order of 8 specific
constraints that each design must meet but only 4 major variables
(gross weight, wing area, aspect ratio and engine size) which can
be cnanged in order to match the airolane's performance to these
constraints. That means that only 4, at most, can be satisfieJ
and these are chosen so that the other constraints are exceeded.
Trying to pick one constraint, crulse speed, and sayin_ thac it
will be met whatever the cost to the others usually means choosing
design parameters that increase tne drag to artificially nold th __
speed of one configuration Jown to the value of anoti_er.
Phere is another option, however, which is to compare the
airplanes when cruising at the same speed at reduced throttle set-
tings. There was sufficient part throttle data to do the analysis
fox the diesel and RC2-32 engines which were also the most interesting.
These were analyzed while operating at so called "economy cruise"
ratings, or throttle settings that allowed an efficient matching
of the cruise airspeeds to that of the baseline single. The results
are ShOWn on Fable XIII. Note that the takeoff gross weight,
acquisition cost anJ DO= are virtually unchanged, while the evalua-
tion criteria, relative cruise coefficient and mission fuel are
nominally better. Fhe effect is to make already dramatic improvements
slightly better. It does not change the relative rankings of the
engines nor does it make the large performance imorovements of these
engines, relative to today's powerplants, significentl/ more obvious.
Alvance] Airframe As outline3 in the section on assumotions,
the study was modeled using aerodynamics, materials and missions
for the 1990 airplanes wnicn were logical progressions from the
ai-:craft of today, rhere are, however, many active research and
development programs wnich could radically alter that picture in
the next decade. Fhese possibilities are discussed below along
with estimates of now mUCh each would change the characteristic3
of a new airplane if the technology matured sufficiently to allow
their use.
Composites Aaterials: Here the oroblem is not in materlal
characteristics, which are in many ways already demonstrably better
than aluminum, D_t in the costs associated with using then.
Reference 14 suggests potential weight savings of at least 25 percent
in major components (_ings, fuselage, etc.) and 12 percent in the
landing gear. _hese values are somewhat conservative compared
to other estimates.
Propeller: _ne propeller characteristics used up to this point
in the analysis took advantage of only about one half of the potential
gains inJicated by the _ASA GAP study (Ref. 15). ]?he full gains
used here are a 6 percent improvement in propeller efficiency
(i.e.,f]prop)ne_-gprop)old = .06) , a 40 pound decrease in weight and a
I00
TABLE XIII
part 1
EFFECT OF OPERATINGAT REDUCEDPO_ER
SIN:UE ENGINE RC2-32
ME£HODII FD(EOENSINE, V_RIABLE _IRFR&ME, FIXED PAYL_Ag-RANS_£'%%_:)
CRUISE _PEEO
THRSTTLE SETTING
TAKEOFFPC.gER
CRUISE PO_ER @251300"
'4AXIMUMCRUISE :ECCNO!4YCRJISE
239 k4 320 BHP 239 k_; 320 BHP
186 kd 253 BHP 151 ka 206 3HP
BASIC EMPI'Y _EIGHT
GRDSS _EIGHT
WIN3 AREA
WING SPAN
A_PECr RATIO
965 kg 2127 Ib 995 kg 2194 Ib
1674 kg 3691 ib 1676 kg 3696 Ib
13.0 sqm 139.5 sqft 13.0 sqm 140 sqft
I0.00 m _2.8 ft 11.28 m 37.0 ft
7.73 7.73 9._0 9.80
ROC _T 25300 FT
TIME ro CLIMB
TAKEOFF DIS£ANCE
S£ALL SPEED
CRUISE SPEED
(INITIAL)
249 m/min 816 fpa
22.1 ain 22.1 min
585 m 1920 ft
113 km/hr 61 KTS
424 km/nr 229 KTS
290 m/min 950 fpm
20.2 min 20.2 min
563 m 1847 ft
113 km/hr 61 KTS
382 km/hr 206 KTS
PAYLOAD
RANGE
5_4 Kg 1200 Ib
1296 Km 700 N:4
544 kg 1200 i_
1296 km 700 N_
MISSION FJEL
REDUIRED FJEL C_P
134 kg 296 ib 114.5 kg 252.5 Ib
214 L 56.5 gal 199 L 52.7 aal
V/V*
AVG £RUISE SPEED
4AXIMdN SPEED
!.05 1.05
423 kin/h[ 231 KTS
439 km/hr 237 KTS
I .30 I .,:'0
384 Km/nr 207.5 KTS
443 km/hr 239 KTS
PRICE
DDC
NOISE CHANGE
EVALUATIO_ £OTAL
FJEL _FFICIENCf
$!75,000 $175,000
$i02.7/hr $i02.7/hr
-i.3 dBA -i.0 dBA
244 244
7.73 Km/L 15.B0 NMPG
$180,000 $180,000
$i04.5/hr $I04.5/hr
-2.3 dBA -2.0 dBA
272 272
9.10 km/L 18.60 NMPG
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FABLE XIII
part 2
EFFECT OF OPERATING AT REDUCED
SINGLE ENGINE GTDR-246
POWER
METHOD II FIXED ENGINE, VARIABLE AIRFRAME, FIXED PAYLOAD-R_.NGE %N3
CRUISE 3PEEO
THROTTLE SETTING MAXI'4UM CRUISE ECONO4Y CRUISE
TAKEOFF POWER 268 kW 360 BHP 268 k_ 360 BHP
CRUISE POWER @25000" 186 kW 250 BHP 154 k_ 206 3HP
BASIC EMPTY WEIGHT i04% kg 2310 ib 1048 kg 2311 Ib
GROSS _EIGHT 1746 kg 3849 ib 1726 kg 3807 Ib
WING AREA 13.6 sqm 146 sqft 13.4 sqm 144.5 sqft
WING SPAN 10.91 m 35.8 ft 11.06 m 36.3 ft
ASPECT RATIO _.80 _.90 9.10 9.10
ROC AT 25000 FT 192 m/rain 630 fpm 200 m/rain 656 fpm
TIME TO CLIMB 21.4 rain 21.4 rain 20.9 rain 20.9 rain
TAKEOFF DISFANCE 552 m 1810 ft 547 m 1793 ft
STALL SPEED I13 km/hr 61 KTS 113 km/hr 61 KTS
CRUISE SPEED 404 km/hr 218 KTS 382 km/hr 206 KTS
(INITIAL)
PAYLOAD 544 kg 1200 ID 544 kg 1200 ib
RANGE 1296 km 700 NM 1296 km 700 NM
MISSION FUEL 126.3 kg 278.5 Ib 111.6 kg 246 Ib
REQUIRED FJEL CAP 200 L 52.9 gal. 176 L 46.6 gal
V/V* i. 05 I .05 i .00 I .30
AV'G CRUISE 3PEEC 407 kin/h[ 220 KTS 385 km/h_ 208 KTS
,IAXIMUM SPEED 436 km/hr 235.5 KTS 447 km/hr 236 KTS
PRICE S188,000 S188,000 SIB7,00O $187,0_0
DOC Sl06.6/hr S]06.6/hr Sl06.4/hr SI06.4/h[
NOISE CHA_gg -4.0 dB_ -4.0 dBA -4.3 dBA -4.0 dBA
EVALUATION T3FAL 229 229 260 260
FJEL EFFICIENCY 9.22 km/L 16.80 NMPG 9.35 km/L 19.10 NMPG
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4 dB(A) improvement in nolse.
Accessories: An arbitrary weight reduction of 20 percent,
due mostly to improved electronics and materials, has been assum-
ed for the advanced airframes.
Laminar Flow Airfoils: Reference 16 indicates that a poten-
tial reduction in wing profile drag of 40 percent is reasonable
if laminar flow is achieved over large areas of the surface. Assum-
ing that the wing profile drag is approximately 1/3 of the total
airframe value, then a savings of approximately 13 percent is
possible.
Lift Coefficient: A trimmed maximum lift coefficient of 2.5
is assumed for this advanced airframe analysis and should be
reasonably easy to obtain with the large span flaps.
Analysis: The improvements discussed above are in no way
conservative but neither are any unreasonably optimistic. With
adequate research funding they probably can be realized. The re-
sults of reanalyzing the single engine airframe powered by the base-
line and RC2-32 engines an_ with these more optimistic assumptions
are shown on Table XIV. gote that the price per pound of airframe
was not changed despite the use of advanced materials, thus
assuming a major reduction in the cost of manufacturing composite
structures.
For the baseline single these improvements due to aerodynamics
and materials show greauer potential (as judged by the evaluation
criteria) than the GTSIO-420 moderate risk, advanced spark igni-
tion engine does. The improvements coupled with the RC2-32 show
a potential savings in fuel (compared to the baseliine) cf 39
percent versus 33 percent for that engine without them.
REVISED GATE After work on Phase 2 had been virtually complet-
ed, NASA, in conjunction with Teledyne-CAE, discovered that an inadver-
tent error had been made when the Teledyne GATE engine was scaled
to the higher design point altitude required for the present study.
Fhe ,:esult was an SFC and an engine weight which were almost exactly
I0 Dercent too high. Therefore, the analysis was redone using Meth-
od II with the two indicated factors reduced by i0 percent.
The results, shown in Fable XV and overplotted on Figures
28,33,36,38,40,42,45, indicate a very significant improvement but
still do not c_upare favorably with the rotary and diesel powered
machines. Note, however, that even these revised data are still
b_sed on a low-initial-cest design philosophy which was prevalent
at the time that NASA initiated the GATE studies. An approach that
strives specifically for low fuel consumption might well be more
coTpetitive wi£h the other engine types.
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METHODII
FABLE XIV
part 1
EFFECt OF ADV&NCEDAIRFRAME
SINGLE ENGINE TSIO -550
FIXED ENGINE, VARIABLE _IRFRAME, FIXED PAYLOAO-R_N3E
AIRFRAME DESIGN
TAKEOFFPOWER
CRUISE POWER925000"
BASIC EMPTYNEIGHT
GROSS_4EIGHT
WING ARE_
WING SPAN
ASPECT RATIO
ROCAT 25000 Fr
TIME TO CLIMB
TAKEOFFDISTANCE
STALL SPEED
CRUISE SPEED
(INITIAL)
PAYLOAD
RANGE
MISSION FJEL
RE]UIRED FJEL CAP
V/V•
%V_ ZRUISE _PEED
PRICE
DOC
NOISE CHA'_jC
EVALUATIO!q tOTAL
FJEL EFFICIENCY
Z3_SERVATIVE OPTIMI STIC
254 kW 340 BHP 254 kW 340 BHP
186 kW 250 BHP 186 kW 250 BHP
1241 kg 2736 ib
2023 kg 4460 ib
15. 9 sqm 170 sqft
12.25 m 40.2 ft
9.50 9.50
198 m/min 650 fpm
2_.4 min 28.4 min
583 m 2240 ft
113 km/hr 61 KTS
382 Km/hr 206 KTS
544 kg 1200 Ib
1296 km 700 t_M
1021 kg 2252 ib
1780 kg 3924 Ib
11.6 sqm 125 sqft
11.16 m 36.6 ft
10.70 10.70
259 m/rain 850 fpm
22.4 min 22.4 min
686 m 2250 ft
113 km/hr 61 KTS
426 km/hr 230 KTS
544 kg 1200 ib
1296 km 700 NM
200 kg 440 Ib 177 kg 390 ib
344 L 91.0 gal 314 L 83.0 gal
1.00 1.00
397 km/hr 209 KTS
$202,000 $202,000
$122.0/hr $122.0/hr
0.O ds% 0.0 dS&
0 0
_.70 km/L 9.60 NMPG
1.1)5 1.05
431 km/hr 232.5 KTS
$158,500 $158,500
$108.0/hr $108. 0/br
-I.0 dSA -i.0 dSA
134 134
5.28 km/L i0.80 NMPG
10&
METHODiI FIXED
TABLE XIV
part 2
EFFECT OF ADVANCEDAIRFRAME
SINGLE ENGINE RC2-32
EN3INE, VARIABLE AIRFP_AME,FIXED PAYLOAD-R_NGE
AIRFRAMEDESI3N CONSERVATIVE OPTIMISTIC
TAKEOFFPOWER 239 k_ 320 BlIP 239 k_ 320 BHP
CRUISE POWER@25000" 186 kW 250 BHP 186 kW 250 BHP
BASIC EMPTY_EIGHT
GROSS_EIG HT
WING AREA
WING SPAN
ASPECT RATIO
ROCAT 25000 FT
TIME i'D CLIMB
TAKEOFFDISTANCE
SrALL SPEED
CRUISE SPEED
(INITIAL)
P&YLOAD
RANGE
MISSION FOEL
REQUIREDFUEL CAP
v/V*
AVG SRUISE SPEEO
965 kg 2127 Ib 782 kg 1725 Ib
1674 kg 3691 Ib 1479 kg 3260 ib
13.0 sqm 139.5 sqft 9.60 sqm 103 sqft
10.00 m 32.8 ft 8.50 m 27.9 ft
7.73 7.73 7.55 7.55
249
22 .i
535
i13
_24
m/rain 816 fpm 293 m/rain 960 fpm
min 22.1 min 18.6 min 18.6 min
m 1928 ft 585 m 1920 ft
km/hr 61 KTS 113 km/hr 61 KTS
km/hr 229 KTS 465 km/hr 251 KTS
544 kg 1200 Ib 544 kg 1200 Ib
1296 km 700 NM 1296 km 700 NM
134 kg 296 Ib 122 kg 269 ib
214 L 56.5 gal 199 L 52.5 gal
1.05 1.05 I .05 1 .95
428 km/hr 231 KTS 419 kmlhr 253 KTS
$175,000
$i02.7/hr
-I.0 dBA
244
7.73 km/L
$175,000 $141,000 $141,000
$102.7/hr $92.0/hr $92.0/hr
-I.0 dBA -3.5 dBA -3. 5 dBA
244 354 346
15.80 N'4PG 8.51 km/L 17.40 NMPG
PRICE
DOC
NOISE CHA_SE
EWALJATIOq tOTAL
FUEL EFFICIENCf
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_ErHOD II
rABLE XV
part 1
EFFECT OF 10% IMPROVEMENT IN GATE ENGINE
SINGLE ENGINE
FIXED ENGINE, VARIABLE AIRFRAME, FIXED PAYLOAD-RANGE
ENGINE
_ASIC ENGINE -10% NEIGH r & SFC
FAKEOFF PONER 391 KW 523 BHP 391 kW 525 BHP
CRUISE PO_ER @25000' 186 KN 250 BHP 186 k_/ 250 BHP
BASIC EL-IPrY NEIGHI" 1006 kg 2218 Ib 975 kg 2150 Ib
GROSS _EISHT 1772 kg 3907 ib 1719 kg 3790 Ib
WIt_ AREA
WI NG SPAN
ASPECt RATIO
ROC AT 25000 FT
TI:.IE TO CLIMB
i_AKfiOF F DISfANCE
S !'ALL SPEED
CRUISE SPEED
(INITIAL)
PAYLOAD
RANGE
13.8 sam 149 sqft 13.4 sqm 144 sqft
10.82 m 35.5 ft 10.42 m 34.2 ft
3.45 8.45 8. I0 8.10
160 m/rain 524 fpm 267 m/rain 545 fpm
28.1 rain 28.1 rain 27.0 rain 27.0 rain
416 m 1365 ft 405 m 1330 ft
113 km/hr 61 KTS 113 km/hr 61 KTS
418 km/hr 225.6 KTS 420 km/hr 227 KTS
544 Kg 1200 Ib 544 kg 1200 Ib
1296 k_ 700 NM 1296 km 700 NM
AISSION FUEL 181 Kg 400 ID 162 kg 358 Ib
REQUIRED FUEL CAP 291 L 77.0 gal 263 L 69.4 gal
EFF
V/V*
AVG CRUISE SPEED
RELATIVE Ci_UI SE
PRICE
DOC
NOISE CHANGE
EVALUATION TOTAL
FUEL EFFICIENCY
i .05 I .05 1.05 1.05
423 km/hr 228.5 KTS 424 km/hr 229 KTS
1.16 1.16 1.31 1.31
$203,000 $203,000 $198,000 $198,000
$11_. 5/hr $118.5/hr $114.0/hr $114.0/hr
-5.0 dSA -5.0 dBA -5.0 dBA -5.0 dBA
58 58 116 116
5.72 km/L 11.70 NMPG 6.41 km/L 13.10 NMPG
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METHOD II
FABLE XV
part 2
EFFECT OF 10% IMPROVEMENT IN GATE ENGINE
TWIN ENGINE
FIXED ENGINE, VARIABLE AIRFRAME, FIXED PAYLOAD-RANDE
ENGINE
TAKE _" F POWER
CRUISE PO_ER @25000
BASIC EMPTY ,gEIGHT
GROSS _EIgHT
WiNG AREA
_I NG SPAN
ASPECt RATIO
ROC Ar 25000 FT
SEROC _ 5000 ft
TIME TO CLIMB
rAKEOFF D ISf_NCE
_rALL 3P£ED
CRUISE SPEEO
(INITIAL)
PAYLOAD
RANGE
MISSION FUEL
REQJIRED FUEL CA_
V/V*
%VG CRUISE 3PEED
RELATIVE CRUISE EFF
PRICE
DOC
NOISE CHANGE
EVALUATION tOTAL
FJEL £_FICIENCY
3ASI: ENGINE -13% ,;EI3HT & SFC
391 kW 525 BHP 391 KW 525 ?HP
136 kW 250 B_qP 186 kW 250 B_P
1524 kg 3360 Ib 1477 kg 3257 ib
2_08 kg 5750 Ib 2514 kg 5542 Ib
15.4 sqm 166 sqft 14.6 sqm 157 sqft
10.91 m 35.8 ft 10.64 m 34.9 ft
7.70 7.70 7.75 7.75
238 m/rain 780 fpm
119 m/rain 390 fpm
13.6 rain ]8.6 rain
383 m 1255 ft
130 km/hr 70 KTS
464 km/nr 250.7 KTS
635 kg 1400 Ib
1492 km 800 NM
247 m/rain @I0 fpm
123 m/min 405 fpm
17.9 rain 17.9 rain
375 m 1230 ft
131 km/hr 70.5 KTS
469 km/hr 253 KTS
635 kg 1400 Ib
1482 km 800 NM
367 kg 808.5 Ib 328 kg 723 ib
587 L 155.0 gal 52a L 139.5 gal
1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05
471 km/hr 254.5 KTS 474 km/hr 256 KTS
1.07 1.07 1.21 1.21
S]77,000 $377,000
$222.0/hr $222.0/hr
-3.0 dBA -3.0 dBA
61 61
3.23 km/L 6.60 NMPG
S365,000 $365,000
$212.0/hr $212.0/hr
-4.0 dBA -4.3 dBA
122 122
3.62 km/L 7.40 NMPG
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CONCLJSIONS
The advanced and highly-advanced internal combustion engines all
offer the potential for substantially improved airplanes in all
respects - performance, fuel burn, and cost - compared to the
baseline, particularly if the airframe is resized to take advantage
of the powerplant cnaracteristics.
The turboprop (either version) might be viewed as a viable
replacement for the baseline engine, offering market apoeal, but
no major improvement in efficiency or cost.
Results for singles and twins show the same trends, regardless
of the method of comparison.
Paraaetric studies show that the results are relatively insensitive
to the assumptions (drag level, weights, costs, etc.) made and
the missions chosen.
Advanced materials and aerodynamic features can provide very
worthwhile improvements in performance, fuel burn, and cost.
Used in combination with the advanced engines, the gains become
very large.
On the basis of the evaluation criteria the engines in the study
rank as follows:
ENGINE STRDNG POINTS WEAK POINTS
I) RC2-32 Rotary Low fuel Durn, low DOC,
small size, low weight,
multi-fuel capability
Cooling system
maintenance
2) GTDR-246
Diesel
Low fuel burn, low wgt Less multifuel
capability
3)
BC2-47 Rot
Tie_GTSIO 4203C
%,Spark Ign
Same factors as RC2-]2
Low fuel burn, low wgt
Lower overall per-
formance than I) or 2)
Mechanical
complexity
4) GTSIO 420
Spark Ign
None, compared to
other engines
Relatively heavy,
poor economics
5) GATE
TurDoprop
Low weight
"turbine image"
High fuel consumption,
high power lapse rate,
high cost
i0_
TECHNICAL PROGRAMRECOMMENDATIONS
PREFERRED ENGINE CANDIDATE
Although all of the I.C. engines studied show substantial
improvements over the baseline, the highly advanced rotary and
diesel engines are clearly tP- eferred candidates for development
by virtue of their very hie ranking according to the evaluation
criteria. If added importance is assigned to the ability to operate
on the widest possible range of fuels, the rotary will have a
3efinite edge.
TEC:{ :_OL33Y PROGRAM
It is recommended that a program be established by NASA which will
focus on enabling technologies for both the rotary and diesel
engines, paced to allow building of the "highly advanced" versions
by 1990. _idway in this period, it would be highly desirable to
have flightworthy experimental engines available for testing by an
airframe manufacturer in order to assess installation factors,
systems integration, vibration, performance, and certification
potential, these interim mmoderately advanced" engines might
themselves pe candidates for producti_,, depending on their performance
and market conditions; at any rate, the experience gained should
be valuaole in assessing and d_recting the overall program.
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APPENDIX I
DIRECf 9PER_TION ZDSTS FOR GENERAL _VIATION _IRCR_FP
1981 Estimate
ENGINE PERIODIC M_INT_N_N_E
Use past e:._rience (i.e. similar engine/airframe combination)
or engine m_nufacturer's estimate,
otherwise use:
4umber of labor hours for 100 hour inspection x labor rate
l_ ............
then 3ouble this answer to account for oarts.
labor rate earl_ 1981 ran $20/hour 3/E
S25/hour I/E
$30/hour Turboprops
Turboprops must be considered under a different formula. Instead
of being inspected every hundred hours, they undergo a series
of {ot Section Inspections during the overhaul period. These
are usually of considerably greater time than I00 hours. For
so_e engines the work scheduled for each HSI is different as
the time from last overhaul increases.
(cost of labor _ cost of _arts) for HSI's + misc.
TBO
(filters, igniter3 + labor not incluJe_ in qSI)
RESERV,£S FO_ E43['JZ 3_{RH%JL
The _ssumotion (conservative) is made that every other overnaul
will require, instead of an overhaul, a remanufactured engine.
£herefore:
( ov e maul cost +_cost__o__f_rem__an__f__act___uredeng ine)/2
TBO
For £uroonrops:
overnaul cost (l__abor_t_o_aits .) + additional allowances
'£BO
_dditional alloaances includes an allowance for oremature re-
aoval of the engine (1/5 to 1/2 of overhaul cost) add engine ac-
cessories (starter generator etc.) an_ engine components
(Turbines, nozzles, etc.) .
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3)
4)
PPOPELLER OVERHAUL
Propeller DOC (S/he)
Fixed Pitcn .II
S/E Controllable LSE .43
HPSE .60
Centurion class . 82
M/E Controllable (per oropeller) .90
AI RFIAI'E JA[NfE 4_CE
rnis number is basefl on a parametric fit of the available data.
OOC 1.472 + .000534 FOGW - .000373 BHP (Total)
+2.774 ('twins only) + I.@78 (if pressurized)
3) INSURANCE (HULL + LIA,_ILITY)
6)
7)
3)
9)
See tables A IV-I and A IV-2
Fuel cost
orice H@!_
oOC ...... ×
qal hour
($l.70/J3 gal used for all fuels)
CIL COSt
OJC : [_rice
gal
x SPA use_ ($6/gal approximates oiI + filter)
or alternately use
actual orice
JJC .......
gal
x /Pd used* +
cost of filter
#hrs between filter change
*include oil consumed an_ oil lost _urinq oil chaDqes.
OEPREC [AFIO'_
7.5 x utilization rate / year
Depreciated to zero residual in 7.5 years
RESERVES FOR AVIONICS
10_ of total avionic oacka@e (standard + ootional)
113
I0) RESERVESFOR SYS£EMS4AINTENANCE
DOC -.513 + .900303 TOGW+ !.109 ( if pressurized)
Again this is a parametric fit of available data.
TABLE A IV-I
Pl_asure & Business Rates For Well-Qualified Pilots:
Jull Jalue
$15,
250
40,
60,
i00,
150,
150,
300,
500,
750 ,
I
000 .... 24,999
00 - 39,999
000 - 59,999
000 - 99,999
000 - 149,300
000 - 200,000
000 - 299,999
000 - 499,999
000 - 750,000
P_6 - I Mil.
Mil - 1.5 4iI.
S_ le_E__n_i ne Rate
] .00%
2.75
2 .50
2.00
1.75
1.60
Mult { En@ine rate
1.75%
I. 50
1 .35
i. I0
1.00
T_BLE A IV-2
Le_!l__Li_a.oillt _ Limit of SS,000,00O combined single
S3ats Annual Fremium
4
5 675
6 725
7 825
8 975
9 1,075
!0 1,[75
ii 1,250
limit
llZ_
APPENDIX II
MISCELLANEOdS DATA USED IN STUDY
Cabin Pr essur lzation
Reserve Fuel
Maximum Lan_.ing Weight For
twins
Shaft _{orsepower
Fuel For 3tatting Runup,
Faxi, and _aKeoff
Drag Oue _Po Engine Out
Aspect Ratio
Takeoff Characteristics
Fuel Character ist ics
Airplane Usage
Adequate for 10,000 ft cabin at cruise
altitude
Fhe gross weight was calculated as-
suming adequate fuel for the mission
plus 45 minutes reserve at cruise
power
95% of Gross Weight
All engine power ratings supplied by
NAS_ were assumed to be installed
values; i.e., the powe_ available to
the propeller after all accessory
drive requirments were met
i'he total fuel for these functions
was estimated to be equivalent to
.085 hours at takeoff power
A value of Cd = .0035 was used based
on T303 data. Fhis assumes inoperative
engine propeller feathered and a bank
angle of 5 degrees into the good
engine
Values greater than II were not used.
Primarily this was felt to be the
maximum value to which the data base
could be accurately extrapolated.
Climb velocity at 50 feet/Vs = 1.2
Rolling Friction Coeffi2Jent = .02
Maximum Lift Coefficient = 1.6
P Heat val Cost
Avgas 6.0#/a 18720BTU/# $1.70/g
let Fuel 6.7#/g I_400BTU/# $1.70/g
5U0 Hours/Year
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APPENDIX I II
TABULATEDDATA
qhe results of the Phase 2 study, shown g[aphzcally in Figures 28
through 37 and 39 through 46, are tabulated herein. Included also
is a table showing the values of each component of the evaluation
criteria _nalysis for all engines for the three methods of comparison
both for single and twin engine configurations.
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TABLE AIII-I
AIRPLANE COMPARISONS
SINGLE ENGINE
FIXED ENGINE & AIRFRAME SIZE
VARIABLE MISSION & PER?ORMANCE
TSIO GTDR GTSIO GTSIO
EN_iNE -550 R: 2-_ 7 PC.2- 32 -246 -420 -_20SC GATE
TAKEOFF k_" 254 239 239 268 261 261 391
PO_ER BHP 340 320 320 360 350 350 525
CRUISE kW 186 186 186 186 i86 186 186
POWE_ BHP 250 250 250 250 250 253 250
EMerY 4EIGHT kg 1241 1148 1105 1152 1201 1170 1105
!b 1736 2531 2_37 2539 2648 2579 2436
GROSS ,_EIGHT kg 2023 2023 2023 2023 2023 2023 2023
ib 4460 4460 4460 4460 4460 4460 4460
_IN_ AREA sqm 15.8 15.8 15.9 15.8 15.B 15.8 15._
sqft !70 170 170 170 170 170 170
_IN_ SPAN m 12.3 12.3 12.3 12.3 12.3 12.3 12.3
ft 40.2 40.2 40.2 40.2 40.2 40.2 40.2
ASPECT RATIO 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5 9.5
ROC a/ain 198 198 193 150 264 251 130
AT 25000" fom 650 550 650 493 866 822 427
CLIM_ r I ._,_ rain 28._ 27.5 27.5 15.9 24.4 25.0 33._
TAKEOFF m 683 705 705 643 643 644 475
DISTA:_CE ft 2240 2313 2312 2110 2110 2113 1558
SFALL km/hr i13 113 I13 113 113 I13 113
SPEED KTS 61 61 61 61 61 61 61
CROISE k_/hr 3_2 407 407 389 396 394 404
SPEED KTS 206 220 220 210 214 213 218
PAYLOAD Kg 544 592 613 590 565 581 613
Ib 1200 1305 1352 1301 1246 i]81 1352
RAISE km 1296 2309 2658 2615 2004 2450 1876
NM 700 12_7 1435 1412 1082 1323 1013
MISSION F_EL Kq 200 252 274 254 226 244 264
Ib 440 555 605 560 499 538 583
TRANS Mg km/L 25.] 43.5 47.5 48.8 36.0 47.1 35.1
EFF ton '_MPG 5.7 9.8 10.7 ii._ 8.1 10.6 7.9
RhLAPI VE EFF l. O0 1.51 1.64 1.59 1.40 1.57 1.23
q/V • I .00 i .Oi !.0{ 1.02 1.03 !.03 1.0]
NOISE dBA 0.3 0.0 0.0 -3.0 0.0 0.0 -4.0
PRICE $I000 202 212 2[2 217 217 215 229
DOC $/i_ 122 116 115 116 121 116 127
EVAL TOTAL --- 201 223 214 102 194 74
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TABLE AIII-II
AIRPLANE COMPARISONS
TWIN F_NGINE
FIXED ENGINE & AIRFRAme.SIZE
VARIABLE MISSION & PERFORMANCE
ENG[ NE
TAKEOF k_
POWER BHP
CRUISE dW
PO_ER BHP
TSIO GTDR GTSIO
-550 ._C2- 47 RC2-32 -246 -420
254 239 239 268 261
340 320 320 360 350
186 186 186 186 186
250 250 250 250 250
EMPTY _EIGHT kg 2008 17_ 1710 1818 1932
].b 4429 3959 3770 4007 4260
GROSS ;4EIGHT kg 3107 3107 3107 3107 3107
Ib 6850 6850 6850 6850 6850
WING AREA sqm
sqft
WING SPAN m
ft
ASPECF RATIO
ROC m/rain
AT 25000" fPm
CLIMB rIME mln
S EROC M/41 N
at 5000 ft fmp
TAKEOFF m
DISTANCE f t
SFALL km/hr
SPEED K TS
CRUISE km/nr
SPEED KTS
16.7 16.7 16.7 16.7 16.7
180 180 180 18G 180
13.5 13.6 13.6 13.6 13.6
44.5 44.5 44.5 44.5 44.5
II.0 Ii.0 II.0 II.C ii.0
312 311 311 251 397
1025 1019 1019 825 1301
18.7 18.2 18.2 17.S 17.1
105 92 92 13/ 129
243 301 301 451 423
713 735 735 638 676
2338 2410 2410 2093 2217
135 135 135 135 135
73 73 73 73 73
423 450 450 437 433
229 243 243 236 234
PAYLOAD kg 635 790 876 776 741
ib 1400 1741 1931 1711 1634
RANGE Km 14_2 2367 2605 2676 1839
N4 800 1283 135J 1445 996
MISSION FJEL kg 388 459 461 459 373
ib 355 1011 1017 1011 822
TRANS _4g km/L 17.3 32.8 38.2 36.4 26.2
EFF ton NMPG 3.9 7.4 8.6 8.2 5.9
RELATIVE EFF 1.00 1.71 !..99 1.82 1.52
V/V* 1.00 I.']3 ]..03 1.02 1.02
GTSIO
-420SC GATE
261 391
350 525
186 186
250 25O
1866 1688
411 3722
3107 3107
6850 6850
16.7 16.7
180 180
13.6 13.6
44.5 44.5
il.O 11.3
381 195
1250 641
17.2 22.5
125 96
410 314
676 489
2218 1605
135 135
73 73
433 456
234 246
751 891
1656 1965
2429 1776
1311 959
434 446
957 983
33.7 28.4
7.6 6.4
1.69 1.45
I .02 i .04
NOISE dBA 0.0 -i.0 -I.0 -_.0 -0.5 -0.5 -2.0
$i000 381.5 396 396 403 408 405 427
$/hr 230 216 2i4 216 226 216 239
PRICE
DOC
EVAL TOTAL --- 228 260 238 123 207 128
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TABLE AIII-III
AIRPLANE COMPARISONS
SINGLE ENGINE
FIXED ENGINE & PAYLOADRANGE
VARIABLE AIRFRAME
TSIO GTDR GTSIO GTSIO
ENGINE -550 RC2-47 RC2-32 -246 -420 .420SC GATE
TAKEOFF kW 254 239 239 268 261 261 391
PONER BHP 340 320 320 360 350 350 525
CRUISE dW 186 16_ lg6 186 186 186 186
PO_ER 3HP 250 250 250 250 250 250 250
EMPTY_EIGHT kg 1241 1042 965 1043 1143 1061 1006
ib 2736 2297 2127 2310 2520 2340 2218
GROSS 4EIGHF kg 202] 1760 1674 1746 1867 1764 1772
Ib 4460 3381 3691 3849 4117 3888 3907
WING AREA sgm 15.8 13.7 13.0 13.6 14.5 13.6 13.8
sqft 170 147 140 146 156 146 149
WING SPAN m 12.3 10.6 I0.0 10.9 11.5 10.8 10.8
ft 40.2 34.9 32.8 35.8 ]7.8 35.3 35.5
ASPECT RATIO 9.5 a.3 7.7 8.3 9.2 8.6 8.5
ROC m/min 193 235 249 192 297 302 160
AT 25300" fpm 650 775 816 630 974 990 524
CLIM_ TIM_ rain 23.% 23.3 22.1 21._ 22.0 21.0 2%.1
TAKEOFf" m 683 6t6 585 552 591 561 416
DISFA_C£ ft 2240 2020 1920 1810 1940 1840 1365
S_ALL km/hr 113 113 i13 113 I13 I13 113
SPEED KTS 61 61 61 61 61 61 61
CRUISE km/h[ 1332 420 424 40% 406 407 419
SPEED KTS 205 227 229 218 219 220 226
PAYL9%O kg 544 544 544 5%4 544 544 544
lb 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200
RANGE km 1296 129_ 1296 1296 1296 1293 1296
N4 700 709 700 700 700 700 700
_I35IO_ FUEL kg 200 142 134 !27 15_ 133 181
Ib 440 314 296 279 331 287 400
CRUISE km/L 4.7 7.3 7.7 8,2 6.2 8.0 5.7
MILEAGE ._'4PG 9.6 14.9 i5.8 16.8 12.7 16.3 II .7
REL_TI VE EFF 1.00 1.48 1.58 1.58 1.40 1.57 1.16
V/V* 1 .00 1.05 1 .05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05
NOISE dBA 0.0 -I.0 -I.0 -4 .0 -I.0 -1.5 -5 .0
PRICE $I000 202 184 175 188 200 186 203 .5
DOC $/hr 122 107 103 107 115 106 119
EVAL TOFAL --- 206 244 229 119 209 58
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TABLE AIII-IV
AI RPLAN E COMPARISONS
TWIN ENGINE
FIXED ENGINE & PAYLOAD RANGE
VARIABLE AIRFRAME
TSIO GTDR G_'SIO GTSIO
ENGINE -550 RC 2-4 7 RC 2- 32 -246 -420 -_208C GATE
TAKEOFF kW 254 239 239 268 261 261 391
POWER BHP 340 320 320 360 350 350 525
CRUISE dW 186 186 186 186 186 186 186
POWER _HP 250 250 250 250 250 250 250
EMPTY aEIG_r kg 2008 1644 1509 1669 1868 1725 1524
ib 4428 3625 3327 3680 4118 3802 3360
GR338 _I3Hr kg 3107 2625 2474 2610 2864 2679 2608
ib 6353 5788 5454 5753 6314 5_07 5750
WING AREA sqm 16.7 13.7 13.5 13.4 15.7 14.0 15.4
sqft 180 148 145 144 169 151 166
WING SPAN m 13.6 11.6 10.7 11.9 13.1 12.4 10.9
ft 44.5 38.1 35.0 39.1 43.1 40.7 35.8
ASPECt RATIO II.0 9.8 8.5 10.6 II.0 II.0 7.7
ROC n/min 312 384 408 324 451 469 238
AT 25000" fpm 1025 1260 1340 1062 1480 1540 780
CLIMB FIME rain 18.7 14.9 14.9 14.3 15.3 14.2 18.5
SEROC m/rain 105 122 130 183 158 166 119
at 5000 ft fmD 343 400 425 600 520 545 390
TAKEOFF m 713 637 57] 565 607 600 383
DISTANCE ft 2338 2090 1880 1855 1990 1970 1255
STALL km/h[ 135 137 135 140 135 137 130
SPEED KTS 73 74 73 75 73 74 70
CRUISE km/hr _24 465 467 452 441 445 465
SPEED KTS 229 251 252 244 238 241 251
PAYLOAD kg 635 635 635 635 635 635 635
Ib 1400 1400 1400 1400 1400 1400 1400
RANG_ km 1481 1431 l_gl 1481 1481 1481 1481
N_ 800 800 800 800 800 800 800
MISSION FJEL kg 337 233 269 252 330 264 367
Ib 855 625 592 555 661 581 809
CRUISE km/L 2.7 4.2 4.5 4.7 3.6 4.5 3.2
MILEAGE i_MPG 5.6 3.6 9.1 9.7 7.3 9.2 6.6
RELATIVE EFF !.00 1.46 1.55 1.59 1.34 1.51 1.07
V/_ i.00 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05
NOISE dBA 0.0 -2.0 -3.0 -4.0 -1.5 -2.0 -3.0
PRICE $i000 381.5 334 320.5 338.5 382 34 / 377
DOC $/hr 230 196 190 195 217 198 222
EVAL TOTAL --- 225 257 241 109 205 61
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TABLE AIII-V
AIRPLANE COMPARISO NS
SINGLE ENGINE
FIXED PAYLOAD RANGE
VARIABLE ENGINE & AIRFRAME
TSIO GTDR GTSIO GTSIO
ENGINE -550 RC 2-47 RC 2- 32 -246 -420 -420SZ 3ATE
TAKEO[ F kN 254 200 191 242 204 i99 411
PONER ]HP ]40 268 256 325 273 267 551
CRUISE kW 186 156 149 169 145 i_2 197
POWER _HP 250 209 200 226 lq% 191 26_
EMPFY _EIGHr kg 1241 1012 955 1020 1099 1029 981
Ib 2736 2230 2105 2249 2422 2268 2162
GROSS _EIGHF kg 2023 1715 16%1 1710 1799 1707 1752
Ib 4460 3782 3618 3770 3967 3764 3864
_IN3 AREA sqm 15.? 13._ 12.7 13.2 13.9 13.2 13.6
sqft 170 144 137 142 150 142 146
_ING SPAN m 12.3 10.6 10.7 10.6 12.3 11.7 9.3
ft 40.2 34.6 35.1 34.6 40.2 38.5 30.6
ASPECT RATIO 9.5 _.4 _.0 _.5 10.3 10.5 6.8
ROC n/min 198 173 174 152 209 210 152
AT 25000" fom 650 568 570 500 686 690 500
CLIMB FIME m_n 23.4 30.0 30.0 24.6 29.0 28.7 28.2
TAKEOFF m 683 733 722 619 756 738 405
DIS FA_ZE ft 2240 2405 2370 2030 2480 2420 1330
STALL km/hr 113 I13 I13 113 113 113 113
SPEED KTS 61 61 61 61 61 61 61
CRUISE km/hr 382 393 39! 387 370 370 422
SPEEO KTS 206 212 211 209 200 200 228
PA_LO%D Kg 544 544 544 544 544 54_ 544
ib 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200
RANGE Km 1296 1296 1296 1296 1296 1296 1296
N:4 700 700 700 700 700 700 700
MISS IO[_ FdEL Kg 200 129 119 120 131 112 189
ID 440 285 262 265 289 246 416
CRUISE km/L 4.7 _.I 3.3 8.7 7.1 9.3 5.5
MILEAGE _PG 9.6 16.5 17.9 17.7 14.5 19.1 11.3
RELATIVE EFF 1.00 1.54 1.67 1.60 1.51 1.70 1.15
V/V* 1.00 1.30 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
_]OISE dBA 0.0 -i.0 -I.0 -4.5 0.0 -0.5 -5.0
PRICE $I000 202 169 161 176 180 167 203
DOC $/hr 122 96 91 I00 i00 92 120
EVAL ?OF_L --- 278 322 274 221 306 40
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TABLE AIII-VI
AIRPLANE COMPARISONS
TWIN ENGINE
FIXED PAYLOADRANGE
VARIABLE ENGINE & AIRFRAME
ENC-INE
TAKEOFF kW
PO_ER BHP
CRUISE kR
POWER _HP
EMPTYNEIGHT kgib
GROSS_EIGHT kg
Ib
_qINGAREA sgin
sqft
NING SPAN m
ft
ASPECT RATIO
ROC m/min
AT 25000" fpm
CLIM_ FIME mzn
S EROC m/m in
at 5000 ft fmp
FAKEOFF m
DISTANCE ft
STALL km/hr
SPE ED K TS
CRUISE km/hr
SPEED KTS
PAYLOAD kg
Ib
RANGE km
N_
MISSION FJEL kg
Ib
CRUISE km/L
MI LEAGE NMPG
RELATIVE EFF
v/v*
NOISE dBA
PRICE $I000
OOC $/h r
EVAL 'tOTAL
TS IO GTDR
-550 RC2-47 _C 2- 32 -246
254 195 186 228
340 232 250 306
186 153 145 159
250 205 195 213
2009 1591 1470 1606
4428 3485 3240 3540
3107 2519 2381 2517
6850 5553 5250 5550
16.7 13.3 12.9 12.9
180 143 138 139
13.6 12.1 II. 9 11.9
44.5 39.6 39.0 39.1
..0 ii.0 II.0 II.0
312 285 291 239
1025 935 955 785
18.7 19.1 18.B 17.8
105 76 76 130
343 250 250 425
713 768 739 658
2338 2520 2425 2160
135 135 135 139
73 73 73 75
424 432 429 424
229 233 231 229
635 635 635 635
1400 1400 1400 1400
1482 1492 1482 1492
800 800 800 800
388 252 231 230
855 555 509 506
2.7 4.7 5.1 5.2
5.6 9.7 I0.5 I0.6
1.00 1.55 1.66 1.65
I .30 1.00 1.00 1.00
0.0 -i.0 -2.5 -5.0
381.5 301.5 286 307
230 173 163 175
GTSIO
-420
225
302
161
216
1765
3892
2727
6013
14.8
159
12.7
41.8
Ii.0
367
1205
lB.3
112
367
698
2290
135
73
419
226
635
1400
1492
80O
275
606
3.9
7.9
1.40
1.00
-i.0
341
194
GTSIO
-420 SC
218
293
156
209
1632
3597
2549
5620
13.7
147
12.3
40.2
11.0
364
1195
18.2
112
367
681
2235
135
73
417
225
635
1400
148 2
800
237
523
5.0
i0.3
1.59
1.00
-1.0
312
175
GATE
309
415
146
196
1517
3344
2547
5615
14.6
157
12.7
41.6
ii.0
162
530
25.5
76
25O
479
1570
131
71
420
227
635
1400
14_2
800
328
723
3.6
7.4
1.08
I°003
-3.0
333
193
300 355 312 191 296 170
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RESULTS
FUEL
ENSI._E BURNED DOC
I - FIXED E_GINE AND AI
RC2-47 167" 16
RC2- 32 187" 18
GTDR- 246 191" 16
GTSIO-420 117" ]
GFSIO-420SC 183" 16
GATE 109" - 18
TABLE AIII-VII
OF EVALUATION CRITERIA
SINGLE ENGINE
MULTI -
PRICE FUEL NOISE
RFRAME SIZE, VARIABLE
I NSTL TOTAL
MISSION
-12 I0 0 20 201
-12 I0 0 20 223
-18 5 10 I0 214
-18 0 0 0 102
-15 I0 0 0 194
-32 5 I0 0 74
II - FIKE9 ENC, INE SIZE ANO
RC2-47 115 40
RC2-32 131 51
GrDR-246 147 40
GTSIO-420 99 18
GTSIO-420SC 139 41
GAT£ 36 9
MISSION, V&RIABLE AIRFRAME
21 I0 0 20 206
32 i0 0 20 244
17 5 I0 i0 229
2 0 0 0 119
19 i0 0 0 209
-2 5 i0 0 58
III - FIXEO 4ISSION,
RC2-47 1%1
RC2-32 162
SfDR-246 159
GTSIO-420 137
GFSIO-420SC 176
GAtE 2 2
_]ARIABLE E'_GIN_ AND AIRFRAME 3IZE
38 39 I0 O 20 278
31 49 I0 0 20 322
59 31 5 I0 i0 274
58 26 O 0 0 221
79 41 i0 0 0 306
4 -i 5 I0 0 40
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TABLE AIII-VIII
RESULTS OF EVALUATION CRITERIA
TWIN ENGINE
ENGINE
I - FIXED
FUEL MULTI-
BURNED DOC PRICE FUEL NOISE INSTL
ENGINE AND AIRFRAME SIZE, VARIABLE MISSION
RC2-47 188"
RC2- 32 217"
GTDR- 246 208*
GTSIO-420 134"
GTSIO-4 20SC 193"
._ATE 155"
TOTAL
19 -_ I0 0 20 227
22 -9 I0 0 20 260
19 -14 5 I0 I0 238
6 -17 0 0 0 123
19 -15 I0 0 0 207
-13 -29 5 0 I0 128
II - FIXEO EN3INE
RC2-47 I0_
RC2-32 123
GTD_ 246 140
GTSIO-420 91
GTSIO-4203C 12@
GATE 22
SIZE AND _ISSION, VARIABLE AIRFRAME
47 30 I0 I0 20 225
56 38 I0 I0 20 257
49 27 5 I0 I0 241
18 0 0 0 0 109
45 22 I0 0 0 205
ii 3 5 I0 I0 61
III- FIXED 413SION,
RC2-47 140
RC2-32 162
GTDR-246 163
GTSIO-420 116
GTSIO-420SC 155
GATE 62
VARIABLE E:_]_INE ANO AIRFRAME 31ZE
30 50 I0 0 20 300
93 60 I0 i0 20 355
77 47 5 i0 I0 312
50 25 0 0 0 191
77 44 i0 0 0 286
52 31 5 i0 I0 170
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